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Emotional Arousal as a Factor in Communication-Mediated Aggressive
Behavior
Abstract
Under conditions where a salient social problems gets coupled with an equally intense interest in an aspect of
human social behavior, it is to be expected that a substantial amount of scholarly speculation and empirical
research would be generated. Such would appear to be the case in recent years in connection with the
considerable volume of work that has been and continues to be produced in the area of human aggression. The
wide prevalence of violent and aggressive acts in the world at large and, particularly, in the United States, has
provided a focus of attention and research on the part of scholars and scientists from a variety of fields. At the
same time, and possibly for different reasons, there has been renewed interest in the question of man's basic
and intrinsic aggressive nature, and in the stimulus conditions under which such behavior -- whether inherited
or learned -- is apt to be more readily elicited.
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CllA!>TER I 
INTRODUCTION: 
THE PROBLEH AND ITS HA1'IONALE 
Under conditions 1rllera a salient social problem gets 
coupled "'"lith an equally intense in.terest-: in an aspect of' b.uman 
social behav'ior.~ it is to be expec·ced that a substantial amount 
of sCholay_"ly speculation and empirical research t10uld be gener"", 
ated. Such uculd appear to be the case In recent years in eon·, 
nection ''1i th the cons:tderable volume of \;Tox'If. that has been 
and continues to be produced tn the area of' human aggressio!lf.> 
'fhe ,:ride prevalence of' ·violont and aggressi.ve acts in the U"orlcI 
at large and, particularly, In the Unltcd states, has jJl'ovided 
a focus of attention and research on the part of scholars and 
scientlsts from a varlety of flelds (Larsen, 1968; l'laiss, 1968). 
A t the same time, and pozsl bly fOl' <'afferent reasons, there 
has been X'enot'l0d intGres"~ in the question of man~s basic and 
intrinsic aggressive nature (e.g., Lorenz, 19631, and in the 
stimulus conditio!"!s under which Buch behavior' ..".." \1hether inher= 
lted Dr learned -- is apt to be more readily elicited. 
A major aspect of this two-pronged interest has concerned 
the role of communication messages f)08.turing aggresslv0 content 
as instigators of hosti10 behavior ..,.~"" both in terms of tho 
1954) Dr a ncult of viDlencB H (Garbner, 1968), and as , ~, SpOC:ti l.C 
stimuli for specific aggressive behavior (Bandura, 1965; 
Berkotvi tz. 1962, 1965). Such a concern lias probably been 
manifest w'lth different media of communicat:i.on, and at differ-
ent periods and places. It has received renew'ed and more vig-
orous (and possibly more rigorous) a ttention t~i th the advent 
of television and its heavy diet of violence and mayhem, par-
ticular1y in terms of the effects of such content on children. 
Whereas the earlier studies, based on sample surveys of chil-
dren themselves, and their parents and teachers, tended to 
show at best a negligible relationship between media content 
and subsequent aggressive behavior (Himilleh·reit, Oppenheim, & 
Vince, 1958; Schramm, Lyle, & Parker, 1961; Schramm, 1964), 
experimsntal studies have suggested othen-lise -- either in 
terms of a possible cathartic effect, ,,,hereby exposure to ag-
gressi,re messages lessens the tendency to engage in hostilo 
acts (Feshbach, 1961,1964,), or the quit.e opposite instigational 
effect, ,·;here more aggressive behavior follotvs from more ag-
gressive messages (Sandura, 1965; Borko\'litz, 1965). Few' research 
projects have attracted as much attention in the field of COln-
munication aB has this particular one (Tannenbaum & Greenberg, 
1968; \'leiss, 1968), although the controversy still rages, and , 
is still far from resolved. 
Wb.a tever the theoretical motiv·a t:1011 or interpreta ti ve 
framet1TOrk for Buch investigations, a prj,ncipal focus has been 
with the manifest contont of violence-featuring messages. In 
-3,· 
particular. the repeated instances ·in '''hich Berko',i tz and his 
co-"ork;ers (Serko'v1tz, 1965) have demonstrated an instigational 
effect, have been attributed to the aggressive cognitive con-
tent of the messages -- as perceived by the recipient of such 
messages. As '~ill. be detailed belo,,,, Berkot,rl tz' s theoretical 
model actually :invol ves an interaction effect behreen the per-
ceived message cues and the state of the individual tO~lard his 
target for subsequent aggression (Feshbach proposes a similar 
interaction, although not with the same predicted effect). Ho~r­
ever, the poj.nt to be stressed here is that in terms of the con-
tribution of the communication message stimuli per se, the em-
phasis is on the apparent aggressive content characteristics. 
'£he present investigation accepts as its pOint of departure 
the demonstrated instigational effects of aggressive messages, 
but questions the direct attribution of such effects to the 
purely cognitive content characteristics. A basic motivation 
behind the present research is that the strongly aggressive 
messages, as the prize fight films conventionally employed by 
Berkowitz and his associates, not only contain aggressive cues, 
but also serve to evoke a relatively high level of generalized 
emotional arousal, in accordance ,,,i ththe model of emotional 
state as developed by Schachter (1961.J.). If this "lere so, then 
an alternative theoretical model is suggested in that the 
observed tendency to\iJ'ard more aggressive behavior may be at-
tributed to the heightened level of physiological excitation, 
-4-
as suoh. instead of -- or, since the tw'o models are not 
necessa~'iIy incompa tibie ~ in addi tioD to' -- the aggressive 
content cues. 
That such a possible confounding of t11lO mechanisms, ac-
counting for the same effect, may have' occurred in the previous 
research is, of course, purely speculative at this point. Mora 
, important is to attempt to t:cea t the t,,,o mechanisms indepen-
dently of each other. lfuile a completely orthogonal or indepenoo 
den'!; arrangement in the, design did not prove feasible, the 
present investigation represents at least a minimal suoh attempt 
to contrast between the two theoretioal mOdels. 
Ba~k;groun<! 12. jh~  
Although mtlch has been said and ,,,ri tten about the nature 
of human aggression, and hOly it is affected by communications, 
our concern here is more \vi th the experimental research usually 
involving the m'anipulation of apparent lev'el of aggression in 
t'170 films. For this reason, tVe will ami t any consideration of 
various' sample surveys allegedly studying the relationship 
bettveen the television content and aggressive behavior in chil-
dren (Hirmnel,veit et aI., 1958; Schramm et aI., 1961; Schramm, 
1964), and case-study accounts purporting to demonstrate a 
link bet;tveen particular instances of' communication, such as 
comic strips or particular television programs, and subsequent 
violent acts (Wertham, 1954). Neither inVOlve the systematic 
-5-
manipulation and comparison of different messages, and any 
6ausal ~elationships, or lack of such relationships, are more 
often assumed than demonstrated. 
~ E"oci.!:'c!. ]_e~[ J?~-€;m. Any phenomenon involving 
the behavioral effects of connuunicatlon !nessages may readily 
be accommodated tdthin the general social-learning model 
, (Miller and Dollard, 1940; Bandura and 1falters, 1963). Virtually 
by definition, a cormnunica tion message is a stimulus for sociaLly 
mediate~ learning, as opposed to direct learning, since it pro-
vides a best a vicarious ~eans for acquiring a particular 
response. Ii special case of the social learning paradigm as' 
applied to the learning of aggressive behav'ior is represented 
in the vlork of Bandura and his associates (Bandura, 1965; 
Bandura and ivaI ters, 1963). 'fhe typi oal procedure in the rel-
evant reset',rch has usually invol v'ed the presentation of a model 
engaging in some specific "aggressive" act, and betng impllcltly 
(e.g., Bandura, Ross, 8y Ross, 1961, 1963) or explicitly (e.g., 
Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1963a) re,varded for the demonstrated 
behavior. Children exposed to such filmed messages are then 
. studied for relative instances or strength of the depicted (or 
similar)behavior, either under relativel¥ spontaneous (e.g., 
Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1961) or specifically manipulated 
(e.g., Lovaas, 1961; Hussen and Hutherford,1961) condH;ions. 
A number of studies, im'ol'lTing long term (Hicks, 1965) as 
\.ell as the moreconV'entional short term effects, have yielded 
-6-
generally positive findings. In addition to supplying support 
for the basic theoretical model, such results have been used 
as a basis for advocating control of television programming 
\vI-11ch has tended to feature repeated and cumulative instances 
for imitative behavior, particularly \·,hen the protagonist, as 
the "good guy hero". is sho\.;n experiencing reuard for his use 
of violence. 
Serious questions have been raised, hovrever, lvith the 
opera tl.onal definition of aggression in such research. Hartley 
(1961./.) has argued that in the so-called "Bobo-doll" experiments 
(Bandura, 1962) the child does not necessarily tend to inflict 
pain or injury on the doll, \"lhen it imitates depicted behavior 
of kicking or punching the doll, and accordingly, the observed 
behavior should not be regarded as evidence for the acquisi~' 
tion of aggressive behavior per see Weiss (1968) has raised 
simila~ objections regarding equating various behavioral acts 
as instances of aggression. In the and, such controversies 
.y 
boil do\vn to ma tters of individual dafini tion"'· If Olle adheres 
strictly to the inclusion of the !.!2.tent to harm and injure as 
a necessary condition for aggression to exist (Dollard, Doob, 
Miller, Mowrer, & Sears, 1939), the entire question of aggres-, 
sive behavior is rendered spurious, since the issue of intent 
is almost impossible to establish experientially. ~lhile such 
a position has been employed by those seeking to exonerate 
the television industry in the current controversy (cf'. Klapper, 
-7-
1969), it can be used equally on the other side as ",'ell. Tho 
peint· is, that in the experiments of the Bandura group, as in 
most of -th;3 o-'cher aggression research, there is an operational 
definition of ",hat is meant by the term "aggression," and the 
results should be treated accordingly. 
The .~mboLic '£"!-tharsi~ doctr~. Feshbach (1955, 1956, 
1961, 1964) has developed a rationale of symbolic catharsis 
from Freud's notions on the function of fantasy. Freud (1949) 
had argued that "unsatisfied "Jishes are the dri vj.ng po"er 
behind fantasy", and "every separate fantasy contains the ful-
fi11ment of a \"ish, and improves on unsatisfactory reality" 
(p. 176). The apparent moti v'a tional relationship led Feshbach 
(1955) to postulate a drivc-reducing function of fantasy 
behavior for conditions in ~nLicll the most adequate goal response 
cannot be made. Because fantasy and imaginative behav'io1' can 
acquire re\17a1'd value, Feshbach argued that it can serve as sub-
stitute goal response, thus yielding symbolic satisfaction. 
In an experiment in i'lhich college students "ere aggressively 
instigated by insult, and then either given or not given an 
opportun:l. ty to express aggressive fan'casies, Feshbach (1955) 
found support for this contention. Subjects \,ho expressed , 
apparent hostility in a Thematic Apperception Test, subse-
quently sho"e<1 less aggressive behavior, as assessed by attitude 
questionnair0S c The expression of aggresslve fantasy thus 
seemed to opera to \;o\m.l'd the reduction of' aggressive drive. 
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Ho,~ever, eV'idence of a ca thart:l.c effect resul ting from 
an individual's expression of aggressiYe behaYior is far from 
consistent., A number of related studies haye failed to confirm 
the findings of the original Feshbach experiment Thibaut & 
coules (1952) and Rosenbaum & DeCharms' (1960) in experiments 
slightly modifying the original design, and Kenny (1953) and 
Feshbach himself (1956) in studies operationalizing aggression 
through doll-playing. l~oreover, Firo jnikoff (1958) and, more 
recently, the work of l'!allick & McCandless (1966), and also 
Hornberger's (1959) study deali.ng ,~i th nail hammering as the 
aggressive acti.yity, not only did not support the cathartic 
conception, but found the opposite effoc'c, ,~here coyert aggres-
sive activity led to more rather, than less overt aggressl.v'e 
behav'ior. 
For the most part, insofar as tho above studies inyolve 
con1l11Unication, they deal \~l.th the consequences of encoding 
behavior. Feshbach (1961) has extended his basic theoret,ical 
model to include the decoding of messages with aggressive 
contont, and it is at this point that his research becomes 
particularly relev'ant to our present interest. He has reasoned 
tha t by w'i tnessing aggressi 1'0 behavior, qr by the reception 
of aggression-related expressions and events, an angered 
subject can vicariously engage himself in the depicted aggres-
sive activ'ity, and "use the act to satisfy and thereby reduce 
his hostility" (Feshbach, 1961, p. 381). An important quali-
fying conciition in this formulation is that the individual 
be aggressively precUsposed at the time of exposure to the 
message, For an individual not so predisposed, Feshbach pre~ 
dicted that the message \;ould have an instigational effect 
rather than a cathartic one, 
In his prototype experiment Feshbach (1961) varied the 
two critical factors independently. To differentiate bebreen 
S's ini tial level of aggressive drive, Ss were· either insulted 
or not insulted by E. The second variable imrolved either an 
aggressive film (a clip of a pri2;e fight sequence from the 
motion picture Body and Soul), or a neutral film (depicting 
the consequences of the spread of rumor in a factory), Aggres-
sive behavioral tendencies after exposure to a film were 
assessed by means of a word association test and by ratings 
of the a tti tude tovard the experimenter. The 'vord association 
measure did yield the expected pattern of results, but the 
differences between conditions failed to reach statistically 
significant levels. The findings were clearer on the atti-
tudinal measure \;ith the expected cathartic effect obtaining 
behveen the insult / aggresslve film versus the insult / neutral 
film conditions. The expected reverse effect in the non-insult 
situation did not occur; in fact, the differences here were 
in the direction opposite to the predicted ones, although not 
to a statistically significant degree. 
But Feshbach's catharsis hypothesis has not been too 
readily accepted. Based on the finding of aggression anxiety 
responses ;"0 strong anger arousal (Berko\;itz and Holmes, 1960), 
Berko",-i tz (1962) offered the al tel'na ti ve explanation tha t 
Feshbach's prize-fight film may have exei ted the .ggressiv'ely 
aroused subjeot to a point ,-:here he became a"Jare of his socially 
disapproved inclinations, and ultimately generated high aggres-
sion anxiety and guilt feelings operating to\~ard the inhibition 
of aggression. Similarly, Bandura (1965) has expressed doubts 
about the appropriateness of the-independent variable manip-
ula tion, the procedure, and the dependent measures of Feshbach' s 
experiment. Hore important, the symbolic catharsis doctrine 
faces a steadily increasing bulk of counter-evidence. In basi-
cally the same experimental si tua tion, but ,;i th diff'erent, and 
presumably improved, dependent measures, exposure to filmed 
aggression ,;as consistently found to facili ta to subsequent 
aggressive behavior rather than to reduce it (Berkol-ritz, 1965). 
Theelicj.ting ~ l?~~rad~. By far the most active exper-
imental investigator in this area, and the one ,;hose \;ork 
-provides the main incentive for the present research, is 
Leonard Berkowitz. In a dozen or more stvdies he and his co-
,;orkers have repeatedly demonstrated • facilita ti ve instiga-
tional effect of aggressive films on subsequent aggressive 
behavior. Basing his \-TOrk on the revision of the classical 
frus tr. tion-,aggression hypothesis (Dollard et a1., 1939), 
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Berkow'i tz has revi'vod a postula to of a spec:U'ic, acquired 
aggressive drive in humans. He has argued that stimulus COlTI-
plexes, such as filmed communication messages, may contain 
specific cues that are associated by the individual \vi th 
learned aggressive responses, and acco'rding1y serve to elicit 
such responses .• - \1)'hich become manifest ,qhen other constraints 
on such behavior (e.g., acquired soch>;! inhibitions of aggres-
sion anxiety) are reduced or overcome. 
Along \~i th Feshbach and others. Berkowitz has found it 
necessary to include a specific aggressive target in his 
formulation. That is, the individual must first have experi-
enced some frustrating or anger-inducing behavior by a tormen-
tor, such activity presumably serving to set off the specific 
aggressive drive. He is explicit in denying the possibility of 
displacement to another objeot, arguing that the original 
frustra ting experiences evoke a tendency to'vard a sequence of 
behavior w'hose final goal response is to inflict injury on the 
instigato,,- of frustration, and that this behavioral set is not 
completed until the injury-inflicting goal response is attained. 
"As long as the anger lasts and the individual is set to ag-
gress, he does not obtain completion until he sees that he has , 
injured his frustrater or that someone else has done so'" 
(Ber1co\dtz, 1962, p. 221). Or more recently: "Once such aggres-
SiV0 responses are put into mot::i..on s even if' only implicitly in. 
the person's thoughts, then an individual \ViII not attain 
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completion until the goal object has been aggressively 
injured" (Berkowi tz, 1965. p. 32!.z.). 
'rhus 9 Berko\<Ji tz is led to a three-stage paradigm, suggest":-
ing a corresponding three-stage experimental procedure. There 
is an init:i.al frustrating experience ("in experimental terms, 
this involves setting up a contrast between an angering and a 
non-angering condition); this is followed by exposure to ag-
gresslon-eli cl tin.g cues (i. e. comparing beh-leen an aggressive 
film versus a relatively non-aggressive -film), and lastly, by 
an opportunity to engage in aggressive behavior against the 
original tormentor (in the experimental context, this would 
invol ve obtaining some measure of aggressive behavior l1i th 
adequate degrees of sensitivity and range to detect different 
levels of aggressive response tendency). \,li thin such a fornlU-
lation, the angering condition presumably serves the triple 
function of (a) :tni tia ting the aggressiv-e behavioral sequence, 
(bl serving to ~ensitize the individual to the potentially 
aggression-provoking cues of the film, and (c) providing an 
appropriate goal object for the termination of the aggressive 
behavior. The communication ,wuld appear to mainly serve the 
function of providing additional aggressive cues, which presum-, 
ably achieve their potential only l,hen the individual is already 
"primed to aggress" (Berkowitz, 1965). The response task is 
necessary to complete the interactive instigation tot1ard aggres-
si v'e behaV'ior, ,,,hich presumably ,,,ill occur -only under socially 
-13= 
sanctioned conditions& 
A number of studies based on Berkowitz's general model, 
and employing the outlined eXperimental procedure, provided 
considerable evidence favoring such a formulation (Berko\·;i tz, 
1965), and thus serve to refute Feshba'ch' s catharsis mOdel. In 
earlier experiments the angering manipulation ''las accomplished 
through the use of insults and derogatory remarks (e.g., 
Berko,d tz, COrloJin, & Heironimus, 1963; Berko''fi tz, 196 5a), ~Jhile 
later studies tended to have a confederate administer electrio 
shocks to the subject under the guise of a "learning task" 
(e.g., Berkowitz & Goen, 1966, 1967). A film clip from the 
motion picture The Champion, featuring Kirk Douglas as one of 
the antagonists in a blOOdy boxing match, served as the aggres-
siv'e film, while the neutral film condition ''las acco!lllnodated 
wi th such innocuous short films as those dealing vli th the 
travels of Marco Polo (Berkoldtz, 1965a), English canal boats 
(Berko~li tz, 1965a), or, more recently, somevlha t more drama tic 
and competltive but presumably less aggressive, a one-milo 
track race (e.g., Berkowitz & Geen, 1966, 1967). From earlier 
,studies, in which the dependel~t v-ariable consisted of ratings 
of the tormentor-col1federa'ce that could l?e damaging to his 
career, Berko",i tz has mov-ed to others employing somet,,'ha t more 
behavioral measures of intensity and duration of electrio 
shocks administered by the subject to the confederate, the 
shocks apparently serving as negative :feedback in a simple 
-14-
learning situation, 
In pther studies, utilizing essentially the same exper-
imental paradigm, the model has been extended to accOlnmodate 
the issue of diff'erent degrees of ~ slp:1,.l,a,r.:i: t,X betw'een the 
angering and/or response situa.t:tons, o'n the one hand, and 
certain aspects of the film, on the other. Thus, the instiga-
tional effect t~as still further enhanced ~lhen the confederate 
,vas identified a.s a college boxer rather than a speech ma.jor 
(Berko,v1tz, 1965<d, or having the same first name as the lead 
actor (Berko,vi tz & G-een, 1966, 1967) or as the character 
portrayed by the lead actor (Geen & Berkowitz, 1966). 
Another associated issue of interest -- particularly in 
terms of its implications for mass media messages -- ~ras the 
factor of the degree of apparent justification for the portrayed 
filmed aggression. The typical telev'ision shotv tends to repre-
sent aggression as an appropriate, socially sanctioned means 
to"ard a 1 egi tima te end, and it ,,,as reasoned that under such 
circumstances the v'ie,;ing subject '-lOuld be even more prone 
to'vard subsequent aggressive behavior (Berko'~itz, 1962). Such 
,an expected effect ,vas clearly demonstrated in a number of 
studies by Berko,v1tz and his associates (BerkovTitz, 1965a; , 
Berko'i'li tz et al., 1963; Berkowi tz & Rmvlings, 1963) using a 
simple "good guy versus bad guy" justification distinction, and 
'vas also demonstrated by Hoyt (1967) ,~here the aggress:lon ,cas 
justified as representing either self-defense or vengeance~ 
As with many othel' theoretic"'.l models in psychology, 
the integration of findings of an activ'e program of ongoing 
research ,vith those of earlier research does not all'lays yield 
a consistent set of resul ts. Such 1>ould appear to be the case 
"ith respect to the need for postulating the original frus-
trating condi tiona Consisten'c ,qi thhis original formulation of 
a specific aggl'essive dr:tve, Berk01Qitz and his associates have 
indeed found in most of the studies that an aggressive film 
,qi thout the original angering condition is not quite suffi cient 
to instigate a significant increment of subsequent aggressive 
behavior. There are, however, a number of additional studies 
,,,here the angering condi tio1'1 'vas not necessary for producing a 
significant effect. For example, USv'aas (1961) and Hussen & 
Hutherford (1961), l1!orldng .. r:l th children, found this to be the 
case. More directly related to Berko,v1tz's paradigm, tHO studies 
by ,val tel's and his co-workers (\1a1 tel's & Thomas, 1963; vIal ters, 
Thomas, & Acker, 1962) ' demonstrated a significant facilitative 
effect of a knife-fight scene in the absence of any initial 
aggres si vo ins tiga tion, l1!hile Hartmann (1969) found a signj.f-
,icant effect under both angering and non'-angering conditions. 
By the same token, Tannenbaum arid Hoyt (1968) questioned 
the assumption implicit in the Berko,vi tz formula tion that pr:i.or 
frustration serves to make the individual particularly sensi-
tive to the aggressiveness depicted in a film. They tested this 
notion by varying the order of the angering and the film con·~ 
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ditions, reasoning that, if the frustration followed the 
film, it should obviously not as readily sensitize. Contrary 
to the expectation from the basic Berko,d tz model, there l~as 
no difference behreen the hro orders, "Ii th both producing com-
parable instigational effects. Along a similar vein,Geen (1968) 
found that, 1!lhen the original experience l~as. one of task fail-
ure not associated lvith the subsequent· target for aggression, 
there "taS still significant increase in aggressive behavior 
tomtrd the target, but ",i thout any apparent retaliation. 
Such findings, particularly the latter, have stimulated 
speculation - .. in a number of quarters -- that frustration 
and/or attack against the subject may facilitate a general 
ra ther than specific arousal. Am.ong other things, this general 
arousal is assLllned to heighten the indi v·idual' s susceptibility 
to other simultaneous or subsequent stimuli, including, of 
course, aggressive stimuli. 1!Tb.en the violent film does indeed 
provide aggressive cues, in rela ti 1!-e abundance, and furthermore, 
'''hen the subsequent response task v:i.rtually demands some form 
of' hostile reaction, such as the administratlol1 of electrlc 
.shocks, it is to be expected that the aggressive responses in 
the subject's repertoire become more pronounced. Berko,,ri tz , 
(1969) hints vaguely at such a reformulation, but does not treat 
it systematically, nor does he propose a partlcu1ar meChanism 
for such a sequence. 
Most recently, Geen and O'Neal (1969) studied the relatiol1-
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ship between general and specific arousal in some,.rhat more 
detaile,d terms. For them, ho\~ever, the general arousal did 
not precede the specific aggressive disposition, but followed 
upon it. In the absence cf any initial frustration, subjects 
sa,\T either an aggressive or a neutral film. Iialf the subjects 
in each film coudi tion 'lIere then subjected to presumably 
arousing or energizing , .. hi te noise, ~lhile the other half , .. ent 
through all the motions, but did not receive the "hite noise. 
While the resul ts "ore sOiTIm1!ha t equivocal in that the same 
pattern did not emerge on'each of the various dependent measures, 
there "as evidence for a facili ta ti ve effect as a consequence 
of the addition of the "hi te noise in the aggressi v'e film con-
ditiono 
This and several other recent stUdies (e.g., Baker & Schaie, 
1969; Gambaro & Rabin, 1969) point up that a general arousal 
factor may be involved in the instigation of aggressive behavior. 
It liould appear premature, hotlTever. to dra\"r conclusions as to 
the precise role of general arousal in the elici ta tj.on of aggres-
sive responses. The notion of an arousal factor as behlg in-
volved in the instigation of communication-mediated aggression 
obviously merits further attention, and the present investiga-, 
tiol1 is directed at just such a cOl1sideration. 
The behavior during the exposure to communi.cation, and 
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inunedia tely follmv-ing the exposure. may be conceptualized as 
an emotional experience. The individual may be regarded as 
responding viscerally, as ~;ell as cDgni ti vely, to the presented 
message, the pattern of his emotional response being structur-
ally similar to that occurring t'li th the corresponding direct 
stimuli. HO\<lever, in terms of emotional concli tioning, it is 
assu-11led that the individual can discriminately adapt to the 
difference betw'een the cornmunication-media ted and "real" or 
direct s·ituation. Host typically, this adaptaticn tvill serve to 
reduce the level of his overall emotional response. 
Pre- and post-communication interpersonal exchanges may 
also be considered to constitute emotional experiences of the 
indi v'iduals involved. Thus, the three stages inherent in the 
previous research and theory dealing ,,,i th the instigation of 
aggressiv'e behavior through films -- pre-communication interpel>-
sonal encounter, exposure to com11lunication, and post-cormnunica~, 
tion interpersonal behavior -- may be deal t ,vi th collectively 
,,;i thin the framet;ork of emotional theory. 
The tw·o·-factor model of emotional state recently advanced 
,by Schachter (1964) ,>'ould appear to fit this situation. Accord-
ing to this theory, physiological and psrchological components 
of responding interact to determine the percei v'od na tUl'e and 
degree of' an emotional state. 
It is assumed that the autonomic component of the physiolog-
ical activation to a given stimulus -- or, possibly, merely the 
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interoceptiv'e feedback of that autol'lOmic acti,vity is gen-
era1 and non-specific to a given emotional state, wj.th the 
individual depending on situational' cues to determine his per-
ception of -I;he specific emotional state. That is, he cognitively 
generates an explanation of his excitation by inferentially 
connecting apparent environmental stimuli ~;ith the arousal he 
feels at the time. Put differently, he uses external cues to 
la.1~e.1. his internal responses, in order to legitimize or explain 
these 1'eactions to himself' (I It is this cogni ti ve labeling Jcha t 
makes a rather ambiguous general autonomic active.tion a rel-
atively unequivuca1 specific emotional experience. 
This interdependency of physiological and psychological 
determinants of emotional state has been formalized in three 
theoretical propositions: 
1) Given a state of physiological arousal for l'lhich an 
indi v'idnal has 11.0 :i.limedia te explanation, he ,.rill 
"label" this state and describe his feelings in terms 
of the cognitions av-ailable to him. 
2) Given a state of physiological arousal for which an 
individual has a completely appropriate explanation, 
no evaluative needs .. !ill arise, and the individual , 
is unlikely to label his feelings in terms of the 
alternative cognitions available. 
3) Giv-en :'ch.e same cognitiv'e circumstances, the indlvld .... 
ual ,dll react emotionally or describe his feelings 
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as emotions only to the extent that he experiences 
a state of physiological arousal (Schachter, 1961~, 
Schachter and his associates have presented a sUbstantial 
amount of experimental evidence in support of these proposi-
tions .. - or, at least, in support of their apparent behavioral 
implications (Nisbett & Schachter, 1966; Schachter, 1967; 
Schachter & Singer, 1962; Schachter & \'Theeler, 1962; Singer, 
1963) • 
In applying the bro-facto:c rationale to comrl1unication-pro-
voked emotional experiences during the exposure to a communica-. 
tion, it is assumed that these emotional responses are labeled 
readily and w'i thout too much ambigui ty. Host characteris tically, 
the relevant cognitions for labeling'are provided by the message 
at the same time that it produces a reaction of autonomic acti-
vation. If the individual feels excitation in the presence of' 
such specific stimuli, he can most readily explain \,hy he feels 
\,;hat he feels. He thus can label his responding as specific 
emotional experiences -- e.g., as fear, anger, repulsion, sym-
pathy, etc. It is further assumed that the perceived intensity 
of excitation determines the intensity of the specific emotion , 
and feeling. This expectation :i.s in accord ,.Ji th Schachter's 
(1964) third theoretical proposition, ,"hich clearly states that 
the individual ,,,,,ill react emotionally to the extent that he 
experiences physiological arousal. It should be noted that the 
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intensity of excitation does not determine the degree of 
certainty associated .dth the labeling of a particlllar emo-
tional state (unless one "ould be \'dlling to regard certainty 
itself as an emotional state). 
Similarly, cognitions of an interpersonal interaction situ-
ation can determine the specific emotion felt to,vard the other 
person, again ,vi tIl the degree of the exci ta tion determining the 
felt intensity of the emotion. Thus, if an individual· is frus-
trated or attacked in his pursuit of highly valued interests, 
he is apt to label any genera ted exci ta tion in accord \-ri th his 
cognitions of the source inflicting these negative experiences. 
If the frustration or attack can be attributed to deliberate 
behavior on the part of another person, the individual ,viII 
presumably label his emotion as "anger tOlrard this person, II or 
something to that effecto 
\'le may further asswne that cognitions relevant to the 
labeling of a given emotional experience may be reinstated at 
a later time, even after the initial experience has totally 
subsided, \-lith the introduction of appropriate stimuli. In the 
context of the present inv·estiga tion this lrould imply that a 
communica tiOtl \llhlch offers inf'orma tion al?ou Jc activ'i ties betl'leCn 
people who \-rere directly involved in an earlier social ·inter-
action \~ould have a greater reinstatement effect than one "Thich 
introduccs ne.., and differcnt charactel's -- vThich may help explain 
the obtained effects of the oue-similarity studies cited earlier 
(e.g., Berko\V'itz &, Geen, 1966, 1967). 
At 'least one additional assumption is required to apply 
such a model to the situation of communication-j_nduced or 
communication-mediated behav1or. This relates to the temporal 
characteristics of the induced exc1tation, ,~hich is assumed 
here not to disappe"_r abruptly vi th the cessation of the com-
munication message, but to decay over'some increment of time 
(probably in most cases, the decay period exceeds the time 
needed for any cognitive adjustment or readjustment to the 
changed situation). 
This assumption is based on properties of the autonomic 
system, ,;hich partly operates through relatively slo,,, b.Lunoral 
processes -- locally or circulatorily distributing secretions, 
frequently functionally sequenced. Accordingly, physiological 
arousal is not abruptly elevated, nor does it, once elevated, 
. abruptly disintegrate" Ignoring conceivable intervening vari-
ables ,;hich might affect the decay of excitation, there 1s 
considerable eXperimental evidence (Ax, 1953; Brady, 1967, 
}'unkenstein, 1954; l!'unkenstein, King, &, Drolette, 1962; 
'Schachter, 1957) suggesting min1mal decay periods of' over 15 
and quite regularly up to 30 seconds in mainly humorally-con-· 
trolled vascular reactions. In the case of vasoconstriction 
and blood pressure, decay periods of as high as 3-5 minutes 
are not unusual. 
The critical aspect of all this for our theoret1cal formu-
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lation here is that, if there is a state of excitation per-
sisting beyond the termination of the message, as such, any 
subsequent activity called for or spontaneously occurring 
'vi thin this decay period, may be affec'cod by that persisting 
residue of emotional arousal. For one thing, this ",ould imply 
that a novel stimulus, introduced during the decay interval, 
might ,v-ell be labeled and responded to differently, because of 
the prior and persisting a1'ousal -- in accord wi th Schachter's 
second and third proposition. That is, the excitation produced 
by the novel stimulus is superimposed upon the already present 
heightened base-level of exci ta tion. By the same token, \'Ie 
\1ould expect that any specific behavior the individual may have 
to engage in after the communication message, \>'ould be some"lhat 
influenced by the existing level of arousal at the time this 
behavior is ellcited, Again, if the behavior occurs during the 
time interval in \,hich the residual arousal is still present 
\>,ithin the organism, ,,'e \.ould expect that particular behavior 
to be sonie~lhat more intense. 
Applied to the typical experimental paradigm of corrmlUnica-
tion-instigated aggressive behavior, this line of reasoning 
suggests a novel and perhaps alternative way of accounting for 
o 
the instiga tional effects observed. To begin ,,,i th,. the response 
task in these experiments is one that the subject must either 
perform or withdra,,, from the experiment entirely. If he stays 
in the experiment, it is·demanded that he make a response --
moreover, a response that is directed at another person, and 
is of a particular kind, calling for the administration of an 
electric ~ihock to that other person. What is left free for the 
subject, is to select '''hich of several (usually 10) different 
levels of' intensity of shock he administerso As \'le have noted 
earlier, in most of the experiments cited, such a response 
situation serves to reinstate cognitions associated ''lith the 
originally frustrating, and thereby arousing, experience -- at 
least in the sense that the frustrating agent is now presented 
as the objeot totvo.rd "hom the behavior is directed. Since the 
original angering situation ~ras readily identified and labeled 
as aggressive, this reinstatement may lvell serve to make the 
response stage be identified as more aggressive than it might 
be otherwise. 1.!oreover, if this aggressive behavior is called 
for during the period ,·,here the residual physiological exoi ta-
tion is still present to some degree, we ,.ould expect an inten-
sification of the aggressive behavior. Obviously, if the inter-
vening communication message evokes only a negligible level of 
exoitation to begin .. ,ith as may w·ell be the cas e wi th the 
.so-call.ed "neutral" film in the experiments -- there is no 
SUbstantial increment of residual arousa). available when the 
response is called for. Similarly, under the model outlined 
here, there should be little additional excitation available, 
if the response task 'ms delayed beyond the decay interval until 
the organism had returned to a presumably tranquil basis. To 
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the extent that the residual arousal from a preceding emo-
tional experience is applied to and thus operative in a 
subsequent, cognitively related or :independent emotional behav-
ior!) \'1'0 can speak of emotionality being "cra.nsferred~ 
--~---
If this line of reasoning is corre'c'c, cormXlunica -'cion messages 
may be expected to facilitate subsequent aggressive behavior 
to the degree that they elevate physiological arousal or excita-
tion. By the same token, messages may be expected to reduce the 
intensity of subsequent aggressiv'e behavior to the degree that 
they lower an existing level of excitation. Such predictions, 
it should be noted, are quite independent of the specifi£ con-
tent of the messages" In accord '-lith the t1'lo--factor rationale:! 
the interoceptive feedback from general physiological arousal 
was conceptualized as non-specific, and it is thus feasible 
theoretically, at least -- to facilitate post-communication 
aggressi ve behavior 'vi th residual exci ta tion from arousing 
'It is this critical differentiation ',hich poses the' present 
emotional transfor model as an alternative to the eliciting cue 
paradigm. \,lhile the latter focuses primarily on the apparent 
ageressive oogni tions inherent in violent messages s the :former' 
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emphas:lzes the sheer emot:lonal arousal value of such messages.· 
But '~h:lle the hio are thus alternat:lves in the sense of rela-
t:lve emphas:Ls, they are not intrinsically incompat:Lble '~ith one 
another in the sense that· the validity of one negates that of 
the other. 
The Research Problem - --~--'""" --.---.-
A most obvious implication of the line of reasoning devel-
oped in formulating the emotional transfer model is that a 
confounding element W<iS introduced (probably inadv·ertently) in 
the previous experimental research on commun:tcation .... instigated 
aggressive behavioro By comparing an apparently aggressiv'e film 
'~i th an apparently "neutral" film, Berko,lTi tz and others may 
have been contrasting not only d:lfferent levels of aggressive 
cue value, but also markedly different levels of emotional 
arousal. Aggressive film sequences, like the clipping from the 
movie TJ:le Champion, mayor may not conta:ln appropriately aggres-
sive cues; this 'vas an implicit assumption made by previous 
investiga tors, based largely on their o\m subjective judgment. 
The suggestion here is that such films constitute highly emo-
tionally arousing experiences for the ki'i'ds of subjects employed 
in these experiments; this also bej.ng an assumption, ',hich may 
or may not be correct. 
The present experiment· "as undertaken as an attempt to 
provide a deconfounding of thes e hvo theoretical mechanisms to 
account for the instigation of aggressive behavior :from ag-
gressive film messages, Rather than assume relatively different 
levels of either aggressive content or emotional arousal, an 
attempt ,~as made 'eo select appropriate film stimuli by more 
empirical and objective means, This was readily accomplished 
in 'ehe case of indexing level of emotional arousal, ,,rhere a 
number of sensi ti V0 and approprta{;e physiological measures "t'l0re 
available, The matter of :tnherent aggressiveness of a film must 
remain a judgmental phenomenon, ho\~ever. An attempt ,vas made 
to employ a varic;ty of such judgmental indices from a sample 
of the subjects to be used in the experiment -- rather than 
basing the selection on the experimenter's personal jUdgment. 
The idc;al experimental design.to accommodate a deconfounding 
of the t,vo possible factors '\Tould involve a complete orthogonal 
design in '1hich different levels of one v·ariable vary tori th 
correspondingly different levels of the other. Considering a 
simple high versus low dichotomy on each variable, in the 
present case 'ehis '1Tould involve a simple 2 x 2 design, This 'vas 
the desi.gn originally planned, It proved to be opera'eionally 
inf'easible, ho\\rever!l ".'{hen de-t:ails of e:"perimental materials 
and procedure ,·,ere sp·elled ou'e. 
One coneli tion of 'ehe indicated design '>las responsible 
for the operational barrier -- oddly enough, for the same 
reasons that '''Jere responsible for originating this research 9 
in the first place. This involves 'ehe case ,,,here a message of 
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high aggressiveness but:: lo\'f arousal ''las required!> As has been 
reasoned and surmised earlier. a highly aggressiV'e film is --
almost by definition. and by its V'en' nature of being aggres-
siV'e -- also highly arousing. Designing and producing a message 
that "ould be high on the first factor but 10\'1 on the second, 
proved to be a conceptually and practically impossible task. 
'1'11.e rev"erse, ho,vever, is quite feasible. Since generalized, 
non-specific emotional arousal can be produced by st1,l11uli other 
than aggressive ones, it was reasoned that a film of high 
emotiom'.l excitation but 10\; aggressive cue value could be 
obtained. Further, if the differcnces behveen such a film and 
an aggressiV'e one 'vere such that not only .,as the former sig.-
nificantly lower in aggl'essiveness than the latter, but also 
significantly more arousing~ then at least a minimal comparison 
of the hm theoretical mechanisms \"loulel be possible, That is, 
if the eliciting cue model "as more V'alid, the prediction ,!ould 
be for the aggressive film to lead to more subsequent aggres-
si ve behav"ior than the non-aggressive but more arousing film. 
On the other hand, the emotional transfer model dev'eloped here 
,·,ould predict just the opposite effect. To provide a common 
base line, and to accommodate an interpretation based on the 
• 
symbolic catharsis model in the ev'ent the resul ts agreed ,d th 
the emotional transfer explanation, a third condition. repre-
senting lot" lev'els of both aggressiveness and excitation, '''as 
included in the design. 
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CHAPTEH II' 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Selection of Experimental. Materials 
~ ..... - -~-....... --==-. -=--~-
The primary order of business in initiating the present 
investigation was to locate or develop three films that faith-
fully reflected the three experimental conditions. Assuming 
that evaluations of various aspects of films, and the excita-
tory response to films, are generalizable across samples drawn 
from the same population, a pretestl~as performed \lith an 
independent sample to assess the particular aggressive-cue and 
excitatory potentials of preselected films. This pretest had 
the ultimate goal of deciding the selection of i'ilms I"hich best 
establish the critical experimental variations. 
l>iaterials. Six experimental films Ivere preselected on intu·· 
i t:l ve grounds to meet the requirements regarding the specified 
stimulus and response properties of the three necessary exper-
imental conditions. 
'1'1,,0 films, used as controls in previous research by Berkol'ritz 
and his associates, were judged as potentially meeting the re-. 
quirements of the neutral (N) condition. (1) The l:t:."';Yels of 
!:1~ Pol.2" an educational, histol'ically oriented,' entirely non·· 
sensational film reporting on the title figure's travels in 
China. (2) Baniste.:: Ve!·su~.·L,:ndry, a film sholving the track 
race between the first two men to run the mile in less than four 
minutes" 
'f't.rQ- films the first one used by Feshbach, the second 
one consistently used by Berkowitz and his cO-1"1'orkers in the 
critical, aggression-depicting experimental condition 
judged to satisfy the requirements of the needed aggression (A) 
condition. (3) llody !;!nd ~, a film clip sholqing a vivid prize 
fight yielding a happy ending for the main protagonist played 
by J'ohn Garfield. (It) The ~_l£Pio12' a film clip sho;qing a vivid 
prize fight in \qhich the main protagonis-c, played by Kirk 
Douglas, is brutally beaten. 
'f't;'o films of erotJ_£ con-cent, one especially produced for 
the experiment, the other taken from a so-called exploitation 
film planned for public distribution (but, at the time the pre-
test \vas conducted, it "as not yet distributed), \rere judged to 
have potentially the properties of the needed excitation (E) 
condition -- that is, to generate considerable excitation with-
out depicting apparent aggressi ve acti'll-i ties in any \qay. (5) The 
Couc!.!:, introduced as a film on married students' life, shovring 
a young couple in intimate, apparently precoital behavior. The 
film contains shots of female nudity. The behavioral exchange 
stresses tenderness. Any scene suggestin~ wild passion, inter-
pretable as aggressiveness, had been excluded, This film was 
specifically prepared for the present experiment. (6) ~2nd 
. S'creet, a film sholdng (actually pretended) sexual intercourse. 
Again, any indication of· ,"'ild passion '-laS excluded. 
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All films vrere clipped at the beginning, or the ending, 
or both. This ,vas to create the impression of incompletion 
throughout all expel'imental films, as incompletion \\Tas unavoid-
able in some films. The running time of each film clip \'Jas be-
tween six and seven minuteso 
~je.c.ts. Subjects ,,,e1'e recruited from undergraduate and 
graduate students at the University of Pennsylvania by the 
announcement of the need for volunteers for a research project 
inv'ol ving filmed materials. Payment of $ 3.00 was offered for 
participation in an experimental session of about 90 minutesc 
1'Ivelve male college students served as ~. 
Ap.12ar,a_tus. A four-channel SANBOHN oscillograph ,~as used to 
take continuous readings of heart rf)~te and skin tempe:ca ture, 
and, intermittently in scheduled intervals, readings of both 
systolic and diastolic blood pressure. 
Heart rate "Tas measured from the el ectro··cardiograrn using a 
cardio-tachometel'. Skin temperature ,~as measured from a therm-
istor probe , .. i th the distal pad being attached to the index 
finger. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were measured from 
a cuff placed on the upper arm. Cuff pressure and heart sounds 
~!ere recorded graphically using an E&H blood pressure monitor, 
~. Each S "laS exposed to all six experimen'cal films, 
thus serving as his o,,,n control in a fully replicated design. 
To account for possible order effects, the sequential arrange-
ment of the films was systematically varied from one S to the 
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other. The presentation conditions across ~ ,,,ere such that 
every film occurred equally o:ften in ev'ery ordinal position, 
and that in no case ",as a film presumed to belong to a partic-
ular message category (i.e., neutral, aggressive, or excita-
tional) follow-ed by a film in the same category. 
In ordel~ to redUCE> the substantial, inter-individual vari-
ation typica.lly found in physiological measures, and in accord 
~ri th general research procedures in physiology" change scores 
'''ere obt-ained on the various physiological indices -- i. e" 
changes reI a ti v'e to, the bas e level unique to the indi v'idual 
S -- and used as the basic data for analysis. 
~ \l1ere scheduled and tested individually. E received 5 in 
front of the laboratory, and informed him about the erotic 
nature of SOme of the materials, giving.!2. an opportunity to 
,dthdra,,, from the experiment. 1{0.!2. selected this option, E led 
S into the laboratory, S ,laS seated, and E attached the neces-- '.-
sary electrodes (at both arms and at both legs), the temperature 
sensor, and the cuff for blood pressure readings, at the appro-
priate places at ~~s limbso 
After calibrating the various measures and taking base-
line readings, ! briefly announced the content of the film to 
be shown next. An assistant turned off the room 1:i.ght and started 
the screening of the film. E controlled all polygraph recordings. 
Blood-pressure readings were taken 60 seconds after the begin-
ning of the film, 60 seconds before the end of the film, and 
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imlnedia te1y aftel:' the end of the film. All other measures 
were continuously recorded. 
After the film had ended, the assistant stopped the projec-
tion and turned the light on. S ,~as given time to return to 
base.~level readings. As soon as S' s skin temperature had come 
back to a level no.t differing by more than. 5 centigrades from 
the pre-film level, and the readings,disregarding minor fluctu-
ations, assumed a zero-slope for at least 15 seconds, base-line 
readings vere taken again, the content of the film to fo110\lf 
lvas announced 9 the :film screened$ and so f'orthc This cycle "tvas 
repeated for all experimental films, 
After S had been exposed to' all experimental materials, he 
was asked to fill in a final questj,o'nnaire, designed to measure 
primarily the films' aggressive-cue potential. S "TaS instructed 
to rank-order the six films in torms of (1) the degree to ',hich 
he perceived them to excite him phYSically, (2) their enter-
tainment value for him, and (3) the apparent degree of aggres-
siveness in the behavior of the protagonists. Subsequently, Q 
\lfaS asked to judge every film individually -- in the particular 
order that S had seen the films -_. on verbal rating scales 
assessing: (1) the degree to which he fe:].t inclined to viel'! the 
total film (he had seen clips only), (2) the extent to which 
hosti1i ty 'ras inV'ol veel in the interaction behJeen the main char-
acters in the film, and (3) the overall level of aggressiveness 
of the film. 
After completing the questionnaire. S \vas paid by!. Any 
experiment-related questions of 5 \>Jere anst-lered by E, and 5 
'tV"as dismisseda 
[The specific instructions given in the pro'best s and the 
questionnaire used, are presented in ~~ !:,.) 
Phy:siot£g:lS~ !P",,"~~~~ As has been sta.ted 9 excitatory 
changes "lere determined as the difference (6Xi) behveen 12.' s 
base line of excitation prior to exposure, and his excitation 
at the end of the communication. In general, to assure adequate 
sampling of a pal'ticular response, and to allo" for the later 
determination of decay~ th.e post=-arousal scores \1[e1"e determined 
from measures taken just before as well as afteJ:" the termina .... 
tion of the film. }'or the particular dependent measures, 6 Xi 
\1aS defined as follo\;s: 
a) ].310.££ ;r.re~,?ur£: The base level ",as taken immediately before 
the announcement of film content. The final level ivas the 
arithmetic mean of a reading 60 seconds before termination 
and one immedia tly follo1;Jing the fi.lm. 
b) Heart . .E..~t£: Twelve maxima (highest frequency of heart beats 
per mi.nute) ,vel'e sampled over predetermined periods to obtain 
both base and final levels. The former 'vtUJ the arithmetic 
mean of maxima collected during the 30 second period prececl .• 
ing the announccment of film content, the latter 'vas the 
arithmetic mean of maxima collected in the periods from-60 
to -30 seconds, and from 0 to +30 seconds, relative to the 
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film's ending. The periods o.r heart-rate assessment thus 
coincide, roughly, ,,,.ith the timing of the blood pressure 
readingso 
c) Skin temuer8.ture: The base level and the final lev'ol '~ere --- --"-.---~. 
identical \"i th the blood-pressure assessment in both timing 
and computation. 
Gi ven thes e prima.ry measures, h'lo additional composite 
measures ,~ere computed: 
d) Nean blood pres.!'~: The measures for both base and final 
levels uere determined as 
I3?mean == DPdiastolic + 2!3( BPsystolic - DI'dias'colic)· 
e) §.~tb.etic ~vat:Lo!!: The measures '1/!0re determined as 
sympathetic activation, HR for heart rate, and MBP for mean 
blood pressul~e. 
According to the functional differentiation betueen neurally 
controlled and humorally controlled physiological reactions 
(e.g., Buss, 1961), heart rate is expected to adjust rapidly 
to changes in stimul&.tiol1a If exposure to conununicatiol1 has an 
accelerating effect, at certain points at least, heart rate is. 
generally expected to normalize in 2-3 seconds. Thus, heart , 
rate cannot be considered a sensitive index of the t~eoretically 
important, mainly humorally controlled, relatively slo,,, decay of 
excitation. It needs to be considered here, however, to assure 
that it does not run counter to the more humorally controlled --
and hence more relevant for our purposes -- excitatory reac-
tions of blood-pressure elevation and vasoconstriction, the 
latter being measured by the decline in 'Skin temperature. The 
measure of sympathetic activation combines neurally and humor-
ally media ted factors of excj. ta tio1'1$ a'nd may thus be considered 
a most appropriate single indexo 
Resul ts C' Analyses of variance ,.,ere· performed on the bas e-
lev'el read:tngs of all physiological measures taken. Differences 
between sequential positions across films. and differences 
behreen films across sequential positions, both were highly 
insignificant" Thuss any variation in base level does not a.ppear 
to be biased tovrard a particular film or sequential position. 
Various additional analysess.mainly on changes in mean blood 
pressu~e, also failed to produce results indicative of any se-
quential effects. 
The measured changes on each physiological variable ,,,ere 
first subjected to analysis by Cochran's test for homogeneity 
of variance. Only the data of sympathetic acti va tion ,,,ere found 
to be in violation of the homogeneity assumption (C(6/l1) =: .433, 
p < .01). Consequently, the sympathetic activation measure alone 
vas analyzed by appropriate non"'parametric techniques. , 
Ta~'L~ 1. presents the findings on each of the arousal in-
dices, including the mean scores for the six films, the results 
of the oveFall analyses of val'i2.nce ~ and the subsequent compar-
isons bet,yeen moans. Similarly, Table 2 and J3:ble .2 present the 
TABLE. 1 
Mean Changes in 
Physiological Responses 
to Six Test Films 
~~~;:~~~~~="'="'=r=::::;:===="':::;:="'l"=;:;;:==="'=::;:;===J"':;:::;=b===:;:;;;~=T:;:;:::::= 
bLood pressure . a a a a 0 
---------------i~ _________________________________ .... _________________________ l __________ _ 
t::,. Dias ·to 1i 0 
blood pressure 
t::,. Bean 
blood pressure 
t::,. Heart 
rate 
-3.083 a -0.500 a 
-------------------
-2.555 a 2. 805ab 
-------------------
1.825 a 7.0L,0 a 
6.5 00ab 
4.694b 
2.726 a 
-2.125 
6>. 
2.5 69ab 
7.144 a 
14.042 
b 13.375b 9.145** 
~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~;~J~~~~~~~:::~ 
5. :314 a 4.109 a 2.529 
_______________ 1'oo ___________________ -l __ ..... ________________ -1 ______________ .... ____ ...;: __ ... ______ .... _ 
t::,. Sympathetic 
acti v'a -Cion -5. 058A 48.667AB I 22. 643AB 45.945ABI106.245c 73. 542SC 
1 
18.011***-
---------------~-------------------~-------------------~-------------------~-----------t::,. Skin 
temperatu.re 0.377b -1.233 a -1.130 a -1.132 a -0.9
1-1-0 
a -0.932 a 4,. 82:3
i' 
=~=~======:=================~================~=======~===========~========~=~=========== 
* p < .05; ** p < .025; *** p < .005. (contd.) 
(TABLE 1 contd.) 
Note.-- 1-1?: The Travels p,f Harco Polo, BL: Banister, Versus Landry, BS: Body and 
Soul, CHI The Champion, CO: The Couch, ST: 42n a. street. . , 
-All blood-pressure chang0S"'are :tn mm of-mBrcury, heart-rat;e changes in b0~d~s 
per minute, and skin-temperature changes in centigradesQ 
Differences b01;".reen means ;"rcre analyzed by the Ne',,'1TIan-Keuls me"chod, indicated 
by 101-,er-co.so subscripts, or by the ~lil coxon test (hvo-tailed), indicated by 
upper-case subscriptso Cells hav'ing a subscript in corr~'110n are not significantly 
different at the .05 lov'el, those comparisons applying only bett"eon the six films 
"t',ithin a giv"el'1 measure and no'c across measures" 
11.11 F-ratios are ev'aluated conserv'atively by tho Geisser-Greenhouse method. The 
value indexed 1vith 1 results from Friedman·s test (l'r2 vdth df :=: 5). 
If the intuitive e:.:::pectation of differential excitatory changes in the various 
cohditions is used to state directional hypotheses, one-tailed Wilcoxon tests 
may be performed. In one-tailed tests, the change produced by BS significantly 
(p = .055) exceeds the change produced by HI', and is significar..tly (p = .010,6) ex-
ceeded by the change produced by ST. All other comparisons remain unchanged. 
TABLE,2 
M:ean Ra "cings 
of Six Test Films 
in Terms of Judged 
Desire to See Remainder of Film, 
Enacted Hostility, and 
Overall Aggressiveness 
::::::::::::::=[:::;;::::::::;~::::=:::;;:::~~~~:;;::::=:::;;::::::::;;::::J==:;:;:::== 
............... "" .................. ]................... · .. ············ .. ··1······· .. .. 
Desire 3.250ab 2.667a b 3.167ab 3.500b 2.167a 2.41 7
ab1 
2.678 
~::~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~:~~;~ ~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~;~ ~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~;~]~~~~~~~::~: 
~!!::::~::::::=l==~~~~~~=====~~::!=_==~~::::====~~::~:====:~::~!=====~:::!=_=~:~::::=== 
Note.-- MP: The Travels of ~,!arco Polo, BL: Banister Versus Landry, as: Body and Sou!, 
CHI The Champion, co: The Couch, ST: 42nd Street. 
Desire is~asured on a 5-point scale, 1 indicating greatest, 5 indicating lowest 
desire~ 
Hostility is measured en a 5-point scale, 1 indicating highest, 5 indicating 
lowest degree of hostility. 
Aggressiveness is measured on a 7-point scale, 1 indicating highest, 7 indicating 
lowest degr~e of aggressiveness~ 
Differences l:H;,"'cr::een means i.'fere analyzed by the Ne'irJ'man-Keuls methodal Cells, having 
a subscript in common, are not significantly different: at tho 0;00.5 level., 
All F-ratios are evaluated conservatively by the Geisser-Greenhouse method. 
TABLE 3 
J.!ean Ranki.ngs 
of Six Test Films 
in Terms of Judged 
Exciter.lent, 
Entertainment Value, and 
Aggression Between Protagonists 
::::::::::::::'t:::;;::::::::~::::;:::;;::::~~~-;;::::'[:::;;::::::::;;::::: 
===============~-===================~=================== ===~=====~~=====~=== 
Excitemen.t 6.000 3·000 ).418 4~250 2.500 1.833 
---------------[~-------------------l-------------------[--------------------
~:~:~~:~::::~--, --~~:~~-----~~~~~--J--~~::~-----~~::~-- --~~:::-----~~~~~---
~::::::~::=====l==~~::~=====~~~~~==_==~~:::=====~~~~~==l==~~~~~=====:~:~~=== 
Note.-- MP: 1h£ Travels of ~rco Pol~, BL: B~ister Versus Landry, BSc ~ody 
and Soul, CHI The Champion, CO: The Couch, ST:~'1cr Street. 
- The--smallerthent.ffi1ber, the higher the rank-p-osition, and the more 
pronounced the judged characteristic" 
1 
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findings for the judgmental l'a ting<s :for the si x films, and 
the judgmental rankings across films, respectively. Considered 
together, the data in these three tables provide the basis for 
selection of an appropriate film to represent each of the three 
experimental conditions. 
For purposes of the present experiment there '~as little 
uncertainty in selecting the appropriate ~r~ (N) film. The 
desired properties of relatively low aggressiveness and rel-
atively 10'" arousal potential are bette1" represented by The 
Landry). On the physiological measures 'I'h~ 'I'~els ;?f H~2£ .!'ol<:. 
scores consistently the lowest of all six films, including the 
Tra21~ Ras~. Similarly, as Tables. 2 and 3 attest, it rates lo\;est 
on aggressiveness and hostilj.ty, while the ~_£!S R~,:: yields 
considerable relative aggressiveness. 
Selecting the appropriate excitational (E) film also pre-- --------------
sented little choice, the especially produced ~ ~<££ proving 
to be superior for our purposes to 42~= ~E2~~ on both criteria 
of relatively high arousal potential and relatively low aggres-
siveness. As desired, ~ Q22;lch does not significantly differ 
from The T1-:!:'yel"" of !"arco Polo on the aggressive-cue judgmen'cs, 
the ratings on degree of hostility being virtually iden~ical. 
Iviore importantly, it scores signit:5.cantly higher on the excita-
tion continuum, as documented across all the physiological 
measures" 
The da-ea for the selec-eion of -ehe film for the .'?;,§,(2ression 
(A) condition were some~lha-e less clear-cut, but still suffi-
cient to make the selectiouo 'l'he req~uired properties of rel--
a-eively high aggressive-cue potential and moderate excitatory 
potential seem best manifested in Eody and ~, As compared to 
The Champion, i t 1~as assigned a markedly higher rank position -- -=-~----
regarding aggression beh,reen protagonists, and :c t HaS rated 
higher in enacted hostility. Differences betveen the excitatory 
potential of the bro possible aggression films -are statisticallY 
negligiblec H01'leVer, in general, the responses to E0<'!x. an~ 
2.2.ul .. ere found to be more consistent (in terms of betHeen-sub-
j ects variance) than \Vere tho se to 'I'll;;. .9}2:.~:'l'~ion, 
The choice becomes clearer still-, :in different:ia ting this 
cond:ition from the selected representations for the neutral and 
exci ta tional conditions. As required, !?2.~ ~n<! So~~:t. signifi-
terms of judged aggres~i veness; the rank difference is pro .. -.. 
nounced, and the rat:ing differences are extremely significant. 
Hore crit:ically, .Bo~ and ~ falls in an intermed:iate posit:ion 
in terms of emotional arousal. As is demanded by the experimen-
tal design, it is significantly less.arov-sing than The ~ch, 
at the same t:ime being sign:ificantly more arousing than the 
monly employed The Ch.~E.:12.-~2.'2 fails to yield the required differ-
entiation from The Travels of Marco Polo on the arousal indices ._---- .-... ----~--
of mean blood pressure and sympa'chetic activation (ev'en ,~hen 
'ehe one-tailed test is employed). In general, then, the reso-
lution '17as in favor of selecting Body and Soul. 
~- -- ----
Although the differentiation in excitation beh-reen the 
three films thus selected "t'las sufficient in statistical terms, 
it \;o.s made ev'en more so by changes introduced into the B<?j~r 
~ 221:11 )':'ilm. In the process of recording the various physi-
ological measures it '\TaS no ted that the happy ending of ~1L 
and Soul' - ---"'~ .. the main character \;Tins the fight 9 . triumphs O\7'e1" 
corruption, rej Gets tI S1."JGC{;u temptations" and finally \-.rins bEtel{ 
·the love of his "honest" girl -- typically had the effect of 
reducing the 1 eyel of exci ta tio"n(> This \vas pax"ti cularlY apparent 
on the heart rate and skin tempera tu're measures. In order to 
elimina te or reduce this premo. ture de·~exci to. tion an espe-
cially important consideration in vie'l of the rational e in-
v'ol voed in the emotional transfer paradigm -- it ,\TaS deoided to 
truncate the happy ending (running some 1.5 seconds in theorig--
inal). In the truncated version, .Body .and .s>.oul ends ,,,i tIl the 
fight ending, sho,ving the main protagonist vii th a raised arm 
being declared champion of the ,;TO rId. When the do. to. for the ne', 
version of Body and Soul \;ere examined, i;1igher indices of 
arousal '-lere apparent as compared to the original. (systolic 
blood pressure: t = 1.873, df = 11, p < .OS;diastol:tc blood 
pressure: t = 1.874, df = 11. p < .05; heart rate: t = 2.445, 
df = 11, p < .025 all"tests being one-tailed), and showed 
even more marked appropriate differentiations from the tl.,fO 
other seTected films. 
In additional analyses, the dif:.ferent:i.ation of' f'ilm-pro~ 
eluced excitation oeb,reen the sel ected experimental films ,,;as' 
checked under condi tians in VJhich the presentation of' the 
critical film \vas not preceded by the presentation of any other 
film, this si tua tion corresponding more closely \·,i th the pro-
cedure in the main experimento All results vrere highly cons-is .... 
tent \,i th the reported findings of the differential film 
effects. 
It should be noted in passing that the data from this pre-
test alIa,,, for an after-the-fuc"t comparison of the Tl:acl~ 'll~;S:-t;. 
control film \·d th the experimental T~~ Cr:,aEll?i~ film, "'hi cll 
""ere employed _in tho research of tho Berk:o'\rJitz group~ Rejecting 
earlier, more banal control films (1965a), Berkowitz did select 
(Berko\v1.tz &, Geen, 1966) the Tr.c:.cls ?~ for the speoific reason 
that it ,,;as judged by lJ.im to be equally oompetitive but less 
aggressive as compared to The Chamn:1.on .... __ 'ft-'=_ Presumably the former 
cri terion lras to control for something akin to exci tatol"Y 
potential, among other things, and the physiological data here 
sho,,, this to hav'o been a not unreasonabl'fl assumption to make. 
The physlologioal indices of excitation yield an j.l1consistent 
differentiatio1'l9 none of tho differences being s'catistically 
signiflcant. Closer eXamination, however, reveals this lack of 
dif'feren-l:;ia tion 1:0 be mOi"'e a function_ of' rather high tIi th-
in ..... fi.lm variances ~ probably making- for an inflated error termo 
Since the, supposedly neutral Track Race is also judged rel·· - --......,-
a ti vely high on aggressiveness (rated 101'1e1" than 1'\h~ g.t~El!E2.~o~9 
but in direct comparison ranked higher) 9 it raises some ques-
tions \d tn a purely elici ting cue explanation, 
One remaining point of interest;: A. l<:ey assumption of the 
emotional transfer model is that the excitation le",re1 does not 
drop abruptly \,i th the termination of the film', but lingers on 
for some' time. A limited test of this assumption "',,-s available 
in the pretest data on the skfn·tempera'i:;ure variable, 'I:~rhere 
readings ,;ere obtained at pre-communicat:Lon base level, end of 
films plus 30 seconds, plus 60 ·seconds, and plus go seconds 
sho\~ed only neglig:Lble devia ti ons from the base 1 evel, an an8.1-
ysis of variance across the remaining five films indicated 
pronounced changes 0 In each case the skin temperature is sig-
n:Lficantly (p < ,01 by Nei",nan-Keuls test) beloVl the pre-commu-
nication"base level$ Decay appears to set in after the plus 
30 seconds interval, but o.t plus 90 seconds :Lt is still sig-
nificantly (p < .01) belo,"l the :Ln:L tial base figure and negli-
gibly above the plus 30 seconds level. In the absence of 
contra-indicat:Lons, this :Ls testimony for a relatively slo,; 
decay in the m<,dnly humorally controlled vascular reactions. 
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Exuerimental Method 
~---, --- ----
Subjects. Hale undergraduates at the University of 
11isconsin, Hilvmukee (uti-H) served as Ss. 
Initially, it "ras intended to use volunteer 5s ",'ithout 
payment. The need for Ss '""tS announced in various classes in 
the Department of Communications and in the School of Journal-
ism. The participation in the experiment ,vas ,recommended by 
the instructors as a valuable expsrience. HOHever, in an 
eight-day period only a total of 27 Ss volunteered. It '''as then 
decided to solicit additional Ss by posting announcements on 
various bulletin boards on the campus. These addi'i;icnal Ss l\l~ere 
promj,sed and received $ 1. 00 for their participation in an 
experimental session of about 30 minutes" A total cf 36 Ss \1Tas 
obtained in this manner, making for a total of 63 Ss in all. 
Since §.E. in both categories \orere randomly and. knowingly 
assigned to the three experimental condi tions, i t ,~as possible 
to systematicallY determine the effect of this selection dif-
ference. 
the so-called "aggression-machine- adapted from the one first 
used by Buss (1961), and subsequently employed in a number of 
studies by Berkowitz and his co-workers. 
The main dependent variable measurin& aggressj,ve behavior 
'''as the me,an Ehs-ck int.~si ty of 12 shocks delivered by !2. in 
response to scheduled "errors" made by a confederate ",ho pre-
sumably received the shocks. 
Secondary dependent variables ,~ere the number 2f 1".ho"9~ 
deli vered Cs. ,ms free to admil11.stex' more than one shock per 
shock intensity and accumulated shock duration, was also 
lyzed to investigate the distribution of intensi ty o"V'er timeo 
Procedure,. Because the present s'cudy \Vas lareely motivated 
by Berko'vi tz' s researoh, essentially the same procedure as 
employed in h1.s experiments ,-ras fol10,ved. Ho\Vever, three impor-
tant changes were introduced -- one designed to reduce possi~ 
bi1ities of exper1.menter expectancy effects (Rosenthal, 1963) 
and poss1.b1e demand characteristic effects (Orne, 1962) induced 
by!. a second to reduce such possible contamination from the 
behavior of the confederate, and a th:lrd to accomodate a 
necessary requirement for the present experimental test. 
In most previous experiments a graduate student served as E 
and verbally presented the various instructions to S in a 
face.,.to-face situation. As has been amply documented (Rosenthal, 
1966), such a situation Can readily influence S's behavior , 
beyond that introduced by the experimental treatment. In order 
to reduce such potential c0l1tarnin~tion9 'lv-herever possible 
instructio?s were presented from tape recordings, and were thus 
uniform for all S8 across all condltions Q 
It has also been conventional~ in earlier research in this 
areas· for S and the confederate C to meet face-to-face, at 
least at the outset of the experiment. In several 0xperilnents, 
moreover·, .£ has to enact a pa.rtlcular role for a given exper-
lmental concH tion. One can only \vonder, h01'l consistently such 
a C (usually another student) can play h:i.s role 'cd th 55 \vi th1n 
the same cond:l tions and hO"\;1" much extra variation he may be 
uni..,i ttingly introducing be-h'leen condi tions" In some recent 
research, \Ve noted that 2., ',hile ,,,aiting with C for 2" frequent··· 
ly started a conversation 1"i th.£, creating an interpersonal 
exchange that might conce':!. v'ably influence subsequent inter-
actions~ not to mention the possibility of S's apprehension of 
being evaluated by.£ (Rosenberg, 196.5). Again, to acco!TIn1Odate 
such possible contamination, C and S do not meet at any time 
in the present eXperi.ment" 
The third change in procedul'e involved a modification of 
the instruct:i.onal sequence. In order to m:i.nim:i.ze the time lapse 
bet\veen . the end of the experimental film and the ..leaking of the 
dependent v'ariable measure 9 parts of the instructions relating 
to the post-communication interaction period ,,[ere given. before· 
th,0 screening of the film instead of af'terl-.rards 0 The displaced , . 
instructions deal ~od. tIl the use of the apparat,us in .§.V 5 trans .... 
mi ttingo film ..... rela ted informa -Cion to .Q.~ this information being 
coded in letter triplets that aT'€! not meaningful to So The - -
instructions here are someuhat time.,.,consuming and could just as 
readily be introduced be:['o1'e the :film. It should be noted 
that in all other respects there is no dev"iation from the 
usual instructions preceding fi~s exposure to the film; in par-
ticular, no Inention is made of -'e-he upcoming achninistra-'cion of 
electric shock. 
The arriving S lias :i..nstructed by posters to take a seat 
in a waiting room. E met S there and led him to the expe1'imen-
tal 1"'0 OTIl Q S \vas seated and given information, both orally and 
frOLr'! tape recordings s on the presumabl e purpose of the s tudyo 
Subsequently, he received specific :instructions regarding the 
procedure to be followed. 
[Appendix B presents the procedure in fullJ 
~<-," .... ------ ... -
S t-vas told that the basic research interest "las in the 
effect of punishment on learning .. He ,;;ras informed that the 
present study operationalizes punishment in m:i.ld electric shock, 
and gi ve:n an opportunity to 11i thdraw from the expex<:tment --
should the admil1istl"ation of electr:lc shocIc in the experimen--
"tal situation appear intolerable to himQ 
After agreeing to further participate in the experiment, 
S '"as told that he, due to random assj"gnment to experimental 
condi tlens, w·as to play the part of the ,teacher in a 1 earning 
situationo The other subject, .£' he vIas told 9 had-already seeD 
a. complete feature f':tlmc This other subject, playing the part 
of the learner, had the task to identify cr~tical relationships 
beh"een characters and e"vents in the film he had seen, In the 
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process of learning to identify the critical relationshipss 
S 'lTas to prov'ide C ui th in:formationli> 
S ~ras told that learnhlg in a t0aclier-student setting 
depended very much on "hoI> s tu<ient and teacher are in tune lvi th 
each other," and that in the present study this relevant rela-
tionship 1;ould be established in a brief period of controlled 
interaction between him and the subject in the adjoining room 
(Q) • .@. l11as given a list of 12 opj.nion items, and instructed to 
express his opinion on any particular ~ssue on'the list over an 
intercom installed behJeen the rooms of E. and £ •. ~ 1;as to oper-
ate the intercom to be heard by £. The other subject, C, 1ms 
to express agreement or disagreement vith SQ s attitudes on the 
various iSSUGs& .Agreement "las to be 'expressed via a light sig-
nal £< Disagreement w'as to be expressed v'ia the aclministra tion 
of electric shock to Se 
E attached a shocking strap to Q.~s arm, in a ';Jay such that 
the electrodes (circl e,:,shaped metal plates o:f a diameter of 
3/4 j.nches, separated by 1/2 inch) "ere in steady contact uith 
the skin of the inner urist. S did not receive a test shock. 
The interac{:iol1 period \\Tas ini tia ted after Shad familiar-
;ized himself "!ith the opinion itemse: l}_fter S expressed his , -
attitudinal position on an issue, £. f0110wing a prepared 
schedule, either gave the light signal or delivered shocko The 
induction s timula)Gor 'vas calibrated for deli ye:cy o:f 25 volts 
provided by dry-cell ba ·cteries ~ Duration of' sho ck \'las ,,5 ± ~ 1 
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seconds o S received nine shocks in ~esponse to 12 expressed 
opinions (I During the exchange betl-:Teen §. al'ld Qs .~ turned atvay 
from £5 and sat d011r.tl at- a table~ pretending to read some papers(l 
Fol1ovring the interac·tion period, S \'las instructed ho\, to 
provide Q 'vi th the relevant in:forma tion in the upcoming teach·· 
ing si tua tioTlo Then he '''as told that he l11"111 be shoun a part 
of the film the other subject had seen bef'oree This was to 
gi V'G him an idea of 'tvha t the film is all a bOll t" 
E announced the film as including references to religion 
and politics (H) ~ as sho"w'ing scenes from a priz~ fights includ-
ing some ra thcY' \I"i v:i.d boxing shots (A) ~ or as dealing 'tvi th 
married studentsf 1ifes containing sorne shots of fSElale nudity 
and intimate kissing (E), and gave S another opportunity to 
withdX'0.i:1 from t;he experiment, should he object to being exposed 
to a :film ''litJ.1- such content" 
Af't"er S agreed to further participate 5 E started the pro .... - - - -
jection and 1e:ft :for the adjoini.ng room. supposedJ.y to giV'e 
instructions to Co E returned at the end of the filmo S ':las 
. - -
instructed that, 'tv-neneveX' the learner-subject makes an error 
in response to his sending of the critical information~ he is 
to administer negative reinforcement, that is, electric shock , 
to the 1 earner ~ §.. 1-;TaS informed tha t he may vary the number and 
the intensity of shocks delivered to the learnero H1Jhencver the 
WRONG signal comes in response to your sending a set of let-
may give *a~ !E..~l]l: ~1];?~.£~~ ~ Z£~~ .feel· aT~ ade.9 .. ~:,~E :in this par .... 
ticular learning situation between you and himo Similarly, you 
may .y~"'Y .. t:.1G .. ~t~"oc!E }.nteI~s:~.tl: lrol2l1 t.hrot~g~ ].0" H 
After indicating that- he is obligated to be ,qith the per-
son receiving sl1.ock, E left £ to be "t\Ti-l;h £'6 Fol1oi:J'ing a prepared 
schedule, Q responded erroneously in 12 out of 20 trials. C 
recorded SOs shock responses to his 12 errors in terms of: 
intens:L ty of all sho cks deli v'ered, number of shocks deLl. v'ered 
per tr:tal, and total duration of delivered shock. 
At completion of the teacher.."learner interactions E returnod 
to §. and debriefed himo ! informed Q. that, facing; the possib:tl··~ 
i ty of' campus rUl110rs about the experiment ~ '''hich uoulc1 111D.ko 
furthor testing impossible and/or devalue any findings, it had 
been decided to delay a full disclosure of the true purpose of 
the study. If acceptable to 1Z., he would be mailed a detailed 
explanation as soon as tho experiment had been completed o After 
.lJ2 appealed to !i. to delay discussing the experiment vith his 
follow students until he received the explaining letter, 1Z. put 
his address on a mail:tng list, \cras paid (,,;hen poster-solicited), 
and leftr:. 
It should be noted that the experimeptal procedure deviates 
from the procedure us ed in the pretes t in that, in the latter, 
S has not been instigated aggressively presumably. To gener-
al-ize the .findings 9 this then 1vould seem to necessi ta te the 
assumption that the differentiation of the excitatory potential 
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of the three films, and also of their aggressive cue value, 
is not ,critlcally affected --. though possibly slightly mod-
ified -- by the del1very of electric shock to 5 preceding the 
exposure to com~unication~ 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Although Ss had been instructed to deliver as many shocks 
as they fel t ,~ere adequate, and thus lvere free to vary the 
number of shocks administered in response to C's erroneous tri-
als, only four out of the total of 63 .?..';:, used the opportunity 
to deliver more than one shock, these being randomly distr:"lbuted 
across the three experimental conditionsQ Because of ,such negli-
gible occurrence and because the results are redundant with 
those on the main dependent variable of mean shock intensity, 
the shock number variable '''ill be omitted from further consid-
eration. 
The data on all remaining measures vere first subjected to 
Cochran's test of homogeneity of variance. None was found to 
violate homogeneity assumptions. 
The possible effect of ~. pa)~lent for experimental partic-
ipation on the dependent variables \Vas tested in analysis •• o£'-
variance procedures., Film conditions "lere factorial1y varied 
",ith a payment factor, defined by the levels: Ss ""ho had not 
received payment for experimental participation (nine Ss per -. -
cell), and ~ '.Tho had received payment for experimental parti c-
ipa tion (12 ~ per cell). The data 'vere analyzed by the method 
On the main dependent variable and on the t\Vo secondary onos. 
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there ,"'as no noticeable effect due to the payment factor, nor 
to tlY0 "film-payment interaction (F < Ie in both cases)o Thus!, 
the paymel1"::: factor "las not consider eel to introduce any appl"e ... · 
ciable effeot, and acoord·ingly the data for both volunteer and 
payed ~ I'lere oombined in all subsequent analyses. 
~~sitx 
In accord \v:1 th the earlier res earch, the main dependent 
variab1e for analysis hero is in terms of' t,he average intensity 
of the shocks administered over the total of 12 trials. Table 4, 
reports the findings on this variable j and demonstrates a high 
level of significance (p < .001) for a differential effect of 
the three experimental film conca tions on subsequent behavior. 
Of most salient interests these results demonstrate a sig-
nificantly (p < .05) higher level of aggressive behavior in 
the relatively more arousing but less aggressive excitational 
film condition (E) than in the reverse more-violent. less-arous-
ing aggressive film condition (A). This f1nding ._- the ma1n 
foous of the present study -- is clearly 1n accord ,-r1th the 
prediction based on the theoretical model developed in this 
paper, attributing the main 1nfluence of,a f1lm on subsequent 
aggressive behavior to the filmis emotionally arousing poten-
tial. By the same token, this result is contrary to 'eThat one 
,,,ould expect from an eLi. ci tine; cue type of model, \vhere the 
instigational effect is presumably due mainly to the aggressive 
TABLE 4 
Analysis 01' Variance 
and 
Comparison of lJleans 
on the 
Hean Shock Intensity Measure 
Source of' v-arianee df )vIS F 
--=----~-~--==~-----------=-----------~----=---=~---------~--
Films (11) 
Error S (1,) 
* p < .001 
Neutral film 
2 
60 
21.187 
1.995 
Aggressive film 
10. 620'~ 
Excitational film 
---=-------------------------=---=----~---------------~-=--~-
Note~-- Differences between means were analyzed by the 
N,mman-Keuls method. Cells hav'ing a subscript in common B.rc 
not significantly di1'1'erent at the .05 level. 
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cognitive content of the film. 
Given th:i.s finding, one could argue that the differential 
effect bet\reen the t1';O :film conditions "las due not so much to 
a superior instigat:tonal influence of the E-conditions but 
rather to an inferior effect of the A-condition. Such an expla-
nation, for example, \,ould follol11 from the type of symbolic 
ca tharsis model as advanced by Feshbach (1955, 1961), by 1,,11.ich 
an already ins-ciga ted individual redu.ces his disposi t:ion to,,,ard. 
o.ggressiv'0 behavior as the result of his vicarious participation· 
in acti vi tics presented in an aggressive film(l H01'l0Ver, if such 
a phenomenon 'vas operating in the present exp.Griment, there 
should be no difference beh-leen the 10,,,-aggressi v·e E-condi tion 
and the comparably lo\r=-agg:cess:Lve N-concli tionQ Since both 
represent the same level of initial angering, and because of 
their relatively low level of depicted aggressiveness, the E 
and N 60ndi tions do not offer an opportunity to engage v'icar~ ... 
iously in aggressive behavior, and thus do not allow a cathartic 
r.elease _0): instigated aggressiono By similar reasoning, such a 
theoretical position would predict a lower level of aggressive 
behav~or resulting from the presumably cathartic A-condition 
than from the N-condition. 
The main reason for including the neutral condition (N) 
",'las to allo'!,l for the testing of' such an explana tiona The resul-cs 
on both comparisons are clearly contrary to the symbolic ca-
tharsis predictions Q The E ... condi tion is most signific8_ntly 
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(p < .01) more instigating than the N-condition. Similarly, 
the P.-condt tion produces s:i.g'nif'icantly (p < • 05) more ~'a ther 
than less aggressive behav'ior than does the neutral filmo 
1I1hile obtaining the data on the maj_n dependent variable it 
'''as also possible to obtain an additional measure of' the dura-
tion of the shocks, accumulated over the total of 12 shock 
trials. Such a secondary measure has been employed in much of 
the earlier research in this area, as has been a third measure 
representing the multiplicative combination of intensity and 
duratiol1o 
~~ 2. presents the data on. the shock duration measure, 
and demonstrates no difference to speak of behreen the three 
film conditions~ Given the entirely negligible between-films 
F-value, it is quite meaningless to consider the directions of 
the mean differences, ,\'111ich 9 at first glance at least s appear 
to be contrary to those expected on- the basis of the findings 
of shock intensity. 
',Chis latter possibility can~ of course, be investigated 
with more sensitivity· by examining the correlation between each , 
S's shock intensity and shock duration measures, across all 
cond:l.t:l.ons and wi thin conditions (I lthen this 'lv-as done, ·the rela·", 
tionships proved to be negltgi bl e across all 63 .§.~ (1' -, .189) 
and across 21 Ss 1'1ithin a given condition (N: r '" .272; 
Analysis of Variance 
and 
Comparison of Means 
on the 
Shock Dura'cion Heasure (in second,;) 
Source of variance 
Films (A) 
El'ror SeA) 
Neutral film 
df 
2 
60 
5.811 
16.086 
Aggressive film 
8.4l7a 
If 
0.361 
Excitational film 
Note.-- Differences beh'Jeen means ,,,ere analyzed by the 
Nel1ll!an-Keuls method. Cells having a subscript in common are 
not significantly different at the .05 level. 
TABLE 6 
Analysis of' Variance 
and 
Comparison of Means 
on the 
Intensity x Duration Measure 
Source of varianco 
Films (A) 
Error S(A) 
Neutral film 
df 
2 
60 
PIS 
739,813 
61;0.781 
Aggressive film 
F 
·Excitational fllm 
Note, ..... Diff'erences betw"een means ~lere analyzed by the 
Ne1:Jlllan-!Ceuls methodo Cells haYing a subscript in cormnon are 
not significantly different at the .05 lev'ol, 
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A: r ~ ,266; E: r = ,217). 
Similarly, there is nothing to be gained from detailed 
analyses on the combined intensity-duration measureo As Table 6 
indicates, the differences here are in the predicted direc-
tions ... ,,- at least in terms of the emotional transfer model --
but are well within chance limits. 
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CH1\,PTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
The" main purpose behind the present investigation l"as to 
deconfound b,o possible explanatory mechanisms that \;ere pre,,· 
sumably confounded in earlier research dea"ling \vi th communi ca·· 
tion-induced aggressive behav"ior. lihile it did not prove 
feasible to totally disambiguate the eliciting" cue and emotional 
transfer" models in this experiment, a minimally necessary crit-
ical compo"rison bet1veen the t1vo possible theoretical models 
~ras attempted. Fairly clear .. cut results \;ere obtained, at least 
on the main variable of shock intensity, allo11:i.ng for a con-
trast between the models. 
'I'he :findings clearly support the emotional transfer model 
developed here as providing the best single explanation to 
account for the observed pattern of results across all three 
experimental condi tion~ I) I'/lost importantly s the exci ta tional 
film led to more intense shocks than did the aggressive film, 
\\Thich 'tvas less arousing but more violent in ·cerm.s of cognitiv-e 
conte11.t& Such support for the emotional transfer model is fur-
ther bolstered by the very pronounced di~ference between the 
excitational and neutral film conditions. In helping establish 
the emotional arousal explanatory mechanism,"this latter result 
also tends to rule out the symbolic catharsis hypothesis as an 
alternative explanation to the fact that the aggressive film 
is 1 ess inst:1.ga ting th<l.n the 1ess-v'io1ent exci ta tiona1 film" 
Tak,en in and of itself s the finding that the aggressi VB 
film cond.ition has a significantly greater effect than the 
neutral condition should come as no great surprise, Although 
the specific films used to represent these conditions are 
somewhat differents such a finding has been obtained on more 
than one occasion by Beri<:o,dtz (e.g., Beri<:011Titz, 1965a; 
Berko,,,itz & Geen, 1966; Geen & Berkovitz, 1966). These previous 
studies have more or less dispensed vrith the symbolic catharsis 
model, and the results of the present study merely contribute 
more in this directiono 
It is, of courso, this very same difference, with its appar-
ent confounding' of tl'IO different expla.na tory mechanisms ~ that 
motivated the present stud.yt> The ernotiono.l transfer model devel .... 
oped here addresses itself to the emotional arousal value of 
the fil~ stimulus. Since the physiological data on the pretest 
showed the particular agg:r'essive film selected to be higher in 
excitatj~on than the selected neutral film, the present data on 
this compa:('ison are in accord tvith the model, :(t is clear, 
howevcr, that this finding (again, considered by itself) can 
be just as readily accommodated by Berko\vitz'is eliciting cue , 
hypothesis, ',hich tends to emphasizc the aggrcssiveness of the 
film content rather than its excitatory potential as such~ 
He-In.traducing tl-10 Track: Race Film 
~----. -----~ ~-. - ~....,.-.. ~-.-- ~=~""-
In this connoctiOl1.9 it is Horth recalling that; the pbys=> 
iological data from our pretest shol'ted the track film, employed 
by BerkovJi tz to represent th.8 neutral condition, as being sub· ... 
stantially more arousing than '!:1}'as desired for a neutral film 
appropriate to the prosent studyo 11,lhile falling significantly 
belo,,' the selected excitational film in terms of arousa.l poten-
tial, it was not suf'ficiently lovier' than the selected aggres-
sive film? and 'lTas substantially but not s:I..gnif'icantly more 
arousing than the other film av~ilable for representing the 
neutral conditiono 
\rna;; ,.,ould be the expected pattern of results if the track 
film ,"ould have been included along ,;1 th the other three film 
conditions in.the present experiment? Tn terms of eInotional 
arousal v'alue p_~_~ S0 --- and auart from any resul ts of' earlj~er ."---- ... - .,; 
research by Berkowitz and his cO-1-1orkers -=~ '''0 1-'loulcl expect tho 
pattern in terms of aggressive behavior to match that of reI .... 
ative excitatory potential", An ind.ependent study by Tannenbaum 
and Eklund (1969), conducted subsequent to the present expel'-
iment, provided some evidence for just such an effecto 
Rather than replicate the entire present experiment, 
'Tannenba.um- and Eklund had a sin£;10 gl"OUp of 12 S~ ·go throy.gh 
the same experimental procedure!) _but utilizing the Tl:::::::'2Is Hz.ce 
film as the experimen'cal cormnunication messagoo HOlvcver, there 
,-rore 0 thoY'_ G_i -f-'-fe,-.'e.nces .. · .. i {~b. ~~1 ... -1e _.~. res e·n+-:"'" ..t. 11 ---"... 1"_ '" v _ I... v e ..... perJ.111c:n v as \"10 .... _ 
out of' nGcessi-c;y', they had to employ different s£ at a diff'0X'~~ 
ent place (paid recruits at the Uni vt}rsi ty of' Pennsylvania) and 
also a different Eo To partially control for these differenc0s, 
a separate group of six $.5, randomly selected from. the pool of 
recruits available, replicated the aggressive condition from 
the present studYe The shock intensl-cy data for the same con~" 
di tions in the hvo locales ,-;as virtually iden'd_cal (means of' 
).948 and 4.1)1; t ~ .242, df' = 25. p > .80), giving some as sur-
ance that the tuo sample pools did not differ appreciably for 
their purpososli 
Tannenbaum and Eklund found shock intensity scores :for the 
t.rack -film to assume an inter-mediate posi tion bet'~l'0en the. t of' 
the neutral and the aggressiv'9 condi"tions in our study" The 
obtained mean shock intensity of 3.Jt-IO is not significantly 
higher than the neutral condition (3"o67)~ nor significantly 
10,,,e1' than the aggressive condition (),9
'
.j>8), but is sign:i.f'i-
cantly (p < .01) lower.than the excitational condition (con~ 
pari sons by Newnlan ... ~Keuls test after an analysis of' variance 
using the u1111fcighted means method)" These findings are substan-
tially as expected f'rom the emotional arousal data (particularly 
:from non-parametric analyses), and accor<J.ingly help reinf'orce 
tha..le model" 
. f\~~'}.YE!,.:i-~~. ~0-Z !'!"e:'~2:p..~«<~.;iY~e~, B.~_~E~~~ ~~.,o.qU£!:_C.8 &~~!'! 
In much of t1:.8 earlier research dealing ui th aggression!! 
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electric shock data \'lOre obtainod across a nurnber of trials 
and h~nce across some sequence of time -- largely to obtain 
an adequate sampling of agG'ressi vo disposi tion" lPnile mos t 
analyses have focused on a single composj4 te measure across the 
set of trials (such as mean shock intensity~ total durations 
et6o), the data obviously also lend themselves to analyses on 
the basis either of individual trials or of blocks of trials in 
uni ts less than the total numbero Hhetb.er the past aggression 
research offering such detailed analyses has been communication-
oriented. (eogo, Hoyt, 1967) or not (e.g., Berko~Jitz, Lepinski, 
& Angulo, 1969; Buss:f 1966), a rather persistent finding has 
been that of a successive increase in level of shock intensity 
as S proceeds through the r.0sponse sequencet> The results of 
the presen.t study generally tend to confirm this earlier find .... 
:H'i.0'urc 1 represents the shock intensity data for each of 
--,,--- ~= -
the 12 trials and separately for the three experimental groupse 
A general positively-accelerating linear trend is quite appar-
ent for the excitational and the aggression film conditions, 
but not· as readily apparent on the generally l01>1er neutral film 
conditio11e The data in Figure 1 ''''QuId -'ch\lS seem to suggest 
significant differences be·l.:;-(>1ee11 certain individual· trials and 
selected blocks of trials, and possibly a significant films-by·· 
trials int.craction effect g . This indeed proves to be the case 
when appropriate analyses of variance are performed. on an 
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l!"'IGURE I ... Smoothed curves of shock intensity scores across 
the sequence of 12 trials. 
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individual trials basis (see ill?J?=~~:;.~:l.J:£ .9.) II or in terms of 
blocks 'Of' -t;hrce consecutive responses per block (s0e :'lPJ2.~'''" 
dix D). 
Buss (19619 1966) has given this problem detailed atten-· 
tion, and has tended to explain the increase in response 
strength in toxms of S e s gradually ov'ercoming i11i tial so cial 
and personal inhibitions in engaging in the administration of 
shock to another personc He found that the res~onse slopes 
\'lere highly suscepti bl e to nl.ria tion in feedback of the shocks' 
effect on the apparent vic-'cimv Whereas I01;! initial agg'X'essive 
instigation and 10\'1 instrUinental value of enacted aggression 
failed to flatten the gradients appreciably, a victim's expres-
sion of paj.n did significantly reduce the slopes (Buss, 1966). 
A some''lh~t different explanation is provided by extending 
the emotional arousal notion underlying the present experiment 
to the specifics of the response tasle, Just as it may be assumed 
that being frustrated in the first stage of the experiment~ 
and l:d. tnessing filE1ed aggression or eroticism in tJle second 
stage~ can be emotionally arousing situations~ it may be equally 
reasonable to o.ssume that some lev'a1 0:(' generalized arousal can 
accor,1pany the activity of acl.ministel"ing 9- shock to another in-
di vidual (I Sinco presumably the axei ta tion induced _by suell. an 
action do 8S not d:issipa te imJl1edia telY!i "10 1.Voulcl expect the gen-
eral level. of excitation to increase progressiv'ely in the absence 
of external constraints o Such a tendency should be more apparent 
",here. there is a higher level of' a'rousal transferring to the 
response tasl, :from prior experimental manipulat:ton, thus sug~'" 
gesting the kind of interaction effect noted 1n ";;he present 
experimcntlr> 
It is quite obvious that an explanation of this kind is 
totally speculative for the present and must be subjected to 
empirical testingc Some evidence along such lines is available s 
but is quite inconsistent and leave~ the situation still to· be 
resolved e On the one hand, and in opposition to such a model, 
are the findings of a series of studies by Hokanson (HokansOJl 
& Burg-esss 1962, 1962a; Hokansoll s Burgess, & Cohen, 1963; 
Hokans·Oll & ShetleY's 1961), 1vhicll suggest that 0xcita Jeion (as 
measured by changes in systolic blood pressure) dissipates as 
the incli viclu~l engages in aggressive acti vi ty~ pIore recently II 
hO,\Tever, Helmes (1966) has argued that Hokanson's do. to. can be 
faulted on the basis of inadequate experimental control proco ..... 
dureSe Introducing minor procedural changes presumably accom-
modating such sho~tcomings, Holmes reported an increase in 
arousal (e.lso using systolic blood pressure 8.5 the sole measure) 
'vi th more involv8E10i1"C in aggressive a c-'c:iv-i tyo 
ConsiderinR AlternativG Exnlanations 
.,~ .. ~.~-..,. ..... <~_"""""""' __ <~..;,,~ ~<~~..,.,_ ....... _"_~~~'" M_~:"~ .. -~~~"''-'. ___ ''''L""",, 
One of the ac1.V"8.11tages ..... - and disadv~antages -- of' having 
such detailed data available, is that they often enable closer 
scrutiny of the theoreti6al model being entertained o Such is 
the case ,;;-i-'ch the sequential data in Figure 13 and :l.t i"ould 
be un-vIise ,to leave them before pointing out one glaring inco}."! ..... 
sistency with the emotional transfer theoryo 
fA. principal component· of the mode.1 9 as formu.1.a ted in this 
paper, is the notion of a carrying~ov'er of a res~dual level of 
eX'ci ta t:t 0 11. from a par'ticular communication exposure to a given 
response situationf.' ::Horeover s the implicif; assumption in such 
a formulation is that this transfer of arousal makes itself' 
manifest when the response task is introduced ~ ... in f'act3 if 
the response task is delayed beyond the limits of the decay 
p.eriod of the communication-induced excitation, no such a trans-
fer is assumed to operate" Applied to the present experimental 
context, this would suggest different levels of excitation 
being carried over from the three different films to the shock 
administration task~ and that this difference would be apparent 
at the 'outset of the sequence of shock trials" The data in 
Figure 1 show this not to be the case in tho present experi~ 
ment f; tvi th no s:t~'nif'icant differences in sho ck intensity on the 
first few trials, at least& 
Ue arc some'l."hat at a loss to account :for this apparent 
discrepancy with the modelq One po~sibility that suggests it-
o 
self is that the obtained results represent a gradUal resolu-
tion of contx'asting pressures on §. bet"\,Jeen the type of initial 
inhibition suggested by Buss (1966), on the one hand, and 
aggressi VG dri v'e pressures (Berko1'ri tz, 1962., 1965) ~ on the 
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other6 Under sllch circumstalJ.ces ~ P-fi "fa.cod. \i:1 th a ba.sically 
undesirabl-e task of' administeril1g shocks to a fellow' studen'c~ 
may find himself ini t:i.all.y more 5ubj Gct to constraints agains t 
exercising any 0xplj~ci t O~:' implj,ci t levels of: aggressioH o But 
the oombined pressures of (a) a relatively high degree of 
arousal carried over from the communication lTI0ssagc9 and (b) 
the reinstatement of aggressive cues in the form of his earlier 
torm.entar, gradually begin to taJ:;:e over, these pressures being 
furthe~ abetted by any generalized arousal induoed by the aots 
of aillninist:ering tho shocl-:s eax'ly in the series<; Perhaps most 
important in the light of Buss~ (1966) findings there is a 
total absenoe of feedbaok about possible negative effeots of 
the early shocks on tho app.arcnt victim, thus tending to reduce 
initial inhibitory constra.intse 
Such an explanation is similar to one advanced by Hoyt 
(1967). He suggested that 2. f:i.rst "feels out" the aggression 
apPUI'atus by initially delivering rather moderato shocks" Then, 
in the absence of information about the victim's suffering 
resulting :from the shockss he presumably Hlevel s inti at a level 
representing his par-'cicular s originally. leI tangere Both expla--
nations are plausib109 at besl:!j and mustTremain~ again9 highly 
tenuous and speculative for the present~ 
An admix-'curG of' exei ta tory and cogni ti V"G factors 1 cading 
to· a combined ef?ect appea~s to be suggested in the main find-
ings of this study, as well as in the analysis of the sequential 
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response data$ On a more general 1e\r01, \vhile the findings 
are !'eadj,ly accommoda ted ~;i thin the emotional arousal paradigm, 
they do not completely rule out the more cognitively .. based 
Berkowi tz model 1) This $ co·upled ill th the results of Berkot;Ji tz ~ s 
earlier research not so readily accounted for by a purely 
excitatory mechanism e~go, the enhancement of aggression 
effects due to justification of the portrayed aggressive behav-
ior (cL, EJerk01vitz &, Ravlings, 1963; Hoyt, 1967) or of in-
oreasing levels of oue-similarity (cf., Berkowitz, 1965a; 
EJerko\lTitz 8, Geen, 1966; Geen &, Berko,;-1tz, 1966) -- 1rould sug-
gest the possibility that both types of' theoretical mechanisms 
may be operative Q As tvas indicated earlier, the tV10 models are 
not necessarily mutually inoompat:l.ble, and the results of tho 
present experiment do not make them any less SOo 
In arguing tl.at both components may bo involved, several 
additi6nal questions of theoret~cal interest are raisedo An 
obv'ious one inv'ol ves the specifi 0 lnterdependend,es betlveen tb,e 
cogni tiye and ax'ousing responses to a COlmnunication~ 1vi thout 
being' very specif:l c a bout it, Bcrko11Ti tz' s original model (1962, 
1965) and its present orientation (Berkowitz, 1969) reflected 
in the 8-een and O'Neal (1969) study \1TOuld appear to argue for , 
the excitatory mechanism coming into play after the initial 
aggrer5s:tv0 cue responses are triggered¢' Laz0.rtlS and his co-·' .. ,ork...., 
ers havo demonstrated that- the cognitive "or.ientationu tOltlard 
a film can critically affect the elicited excitatory response 
& Rankin, ,1965; Speisman, Lazarus, }.Iordkoff, & Davison, 1964), 
In the sallie "tyay, it could be argued tho. t t;he ini tial o.ngerin.g 
situation makes an individual more responsive to the aggres-" 
SiV0 cues in a message ands accordinglY9 more aroused e In an 
associated manner9 Geen and OllNeal sug'gest that once the :indi-
vidual is predisposed to respond aggressively, the addition 
of an external arousing stimulus such as \1Thite noise Viill 
create in even greater aggressive response tendencyc 
A some,\'lha t opposi. te posi tiol1 could also be entertained 
proposing that an :individual must first be aroused emotionally, 
and thus become more responsive" to aggr'essi v'e cues" A pOsi tion 
\ye took on the outset of this paper 'is that all three phases 
of the typical experimental procedure contain cues for emo-
tional arousal, and it is thus difficult to separate respec-
tive contributions of excitatory and cognitive components, and 
of the sequence of influenceo In fact~ in terms of the present 
experimo~tal design, the observed effects could be quite 
readily explained in terms of only the arousal potential of 
the film and the na ture o)~ the given respons e si tua tion. Such 
tot formulation \'lould merely hold that wi th increased arousal an 
• 
individual tends to heighten and intensify \'lhatev'er behavior 
he is called upon to engage inc In the preseht case, the sub-
ject's arousal is affected by a film; he is then put into a 
si tua t:lon tvhcre he mus t respond by administering electric sho cks" 
Given such demand characteristics, he responds as directed 
only more so, dependent upon the degree to l~hich his state of 
arousal '~B_S heightened0 Note that, if' this :formula obion ,.,ere 
correct, we would expect a more aroused subject to respond 
more intensely regardless of the particular response situation 
and its apparent correspondence to the communication message 
contento That iS 9 just as \l!e assume any arousing stimulus leads 
to more aggressive behavior, as such, it could be argued that 
it w·ould lead to more of ,~hatever type of behavior is ca.lled 
for in the response situation -- eogo, an aroused person would 
laugh more at subsequen·:; humor. Among other things, this might 
explain "hy the rather modest humor of burlesque comics follolJ·-
lng a striptease routine is oft6nsaid to be judged as quite 
funnyo 
It should be noted in passing that even in case the 
operationaliz,ation of aggressive behavi"or through electric 
shock as employed in the present study were inadequate -- a.s it 
seems to be implied by some critics of the research of media 
effects on aggression (e.g., Hartley, 1964) ~- the emotional 
arousal explanation would still be meaningful and its predictions 
accurate. In line with the outlined rationale we expect the 
adnlird.stration of shock, independent of \vhatever psychological 
significance this behavior might have for the subject, to be 
facilitated by any communicatioh--"produced elevation of' arousale 
All this speculation mayor m2.y not be idle. The questions 
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raised are essentially matters for empirical study and veX'~ .. 
ifica tioD. 'The degree to \\Thich. purely cogni -ti ve and purely 
exci tatory aspects of an ev'cnt or a communication co-=occur and 
interact is hard to assess, and the sepa:cation of the tt>Jo fac-
tors, :for experimental purposes s meets. eX'creme diff'icul ties ~ 
We found a prov"isional separating procedure in -the empirical 
selection of experimental materials for the present: study!) and 
perhaps the type of design used s incomplete and possibly not 
fully sufficient as :l.t might be, suggests more detailed expeX'--
imental treatments to study such problerns o 
APPENDIX A 
Instructions Used in the Pretest 
--'="== ... =,..,.....~-.- ~.-.... • - ~,=- • 
Qut~i~ ~pe l~bo~~~. ~ and S are seated, and face 
each othero 
Let me first giv'e you a statement on the purpose 
of' our research«> 
The experiment in ,,,hich you are asked to partic-
ipate is designed to study the similarities and differ-
ences of various physiological responses to various 
audio-visual stimulL That is, if one is exposed to 
different filmed scenes, does one react differently to 
them in terms of certain emotional responses'? 
You will be shown 6 films, each lasting about 6 
minutes, and 'ie are interested in 3 types of reactions • 
• .1hile you are us tching the films, ,"e 'viII be taking a 
set of physiological measures -- more specifically, of 
your heart beat, your blood pressure, and the tempera •. 
turo of' your skin "'" .... "lhich have been ShO"i"ln earlier to 
indicate the degree of emotional response. None of the 
measuring procedures is painful to you, or harmful in 
any ,vay. All they involve is that 've attach some elec-
trodes at various parts of the body. These are standard 
procedures in medical and physiological clinics and 
l'abora tories, and they are done here ,d th appropriate 
A-·2 
medical supervision" 
After you "iill have seen all tho ftlms \iO '¥QuId 
also Itke you to gtve us your personal reaotions to 
the films in the form of a sho:ct questionnaire" 
Bofore getting tnto dotatls, there is one additional 
ma·tter: these ftlms tnclude a vartety of content, in-
cluding an histor:i.c adventure, a vivid boxing match, 
and also some erotic scen~s. We foel it to bo our tibli-
gation to ask you at this point, if, for some porsonal 
roason, you do not ,,,ant to bo exposed to any ono of 
these materials, espocially, of course, the erotic ones, 
"hi.ch contain somo shots of fomale nudity and 10vo··mak-
ing. Actually, tho orotic s6enes are no more explicit 
than '''hat has been publicly av'aiI8.ble in movie theators. 
But SOlne people are sensitiv'8 to such matters, and if 
for your personal reasons you would profer not to be 
exposod to the, erotic film clips, please tell me now. 
The same, of courS09 applies to any other content you 
may be particularly squeemish about. 
Pause for .§..~ s response" If S \'lants to leaV'B9 E leads him out" 
Other"rise E loads S into tho laboratory •. 
Ins~~e ~tl]e 1-.. ?-b9}"a~g~!,)~~ E instructs S to sit~ do.l'in in -the 
experimental chair, and to lean back to ensu~e maximal relax-
ation~ E tells S that he is going to attach electrodes and the 
cuff, necessary to take the measures o E W:.l):'0S itl S and attaches 
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the. cuffe Then he gives the follo"tving instructions., 
The procedure \dll be as follo,,,s: 11e ~;ill take 
m(',a5ures of your blood pressure. Then you w:tll be 
shown a f:)_lm, and another measure of blood pressure 
viII be taken, During the film ,,-e v1111 a,lso take a 
measure of' your blood pres8uX'Go This \;.ril1 be done f'or 
each one of the 6 film clips, 
One last point: It is very important that you do 
not mOV'0 around in your cha:'Lr ~- such movements would 
cause errors in our measurase 50 9 please sit as relaxed 
as you can, and try not to talk to anybody while ue 
take moasures -- partioularly during the film. 
Pause for any questions ~ might: 'want to asko 
Now \~e \ViII run the experimental films, 
E runs the cycles ~ measuX"c of' blood pressure ~ announcement of 
the content of the partioular film olip, presentation of the 
film and recording of oontinuous measures of heart rate and 
skin tempera tUJce, measure of blood pressure, and pause to allo,', 
S to return to base=~lcvel readings of skin tempera tu:t"oo After 
all 6 films E announces the end of the main part of -'che expel"' .... 
iment o E detaches ~, and gives further instructions c 
Nou \Va would like you to fill in tha final ques-
tionnaire l~rhich asks f'or various ev'aluatioTIs Q You \-Till 
find the simple ins"'cruc-c:i.ons on the for.m sheeto 
After S completed the qU0stionnalres 9 E debriefs him» 
The inf'ormation \,110 gaVG you at the outset of the 
exp-crimel1.t on tJ:10 purpose o:f thi.s research "i'ras quite 
correcto We are studying similarities and dissimilarities 
in tho physiological response to filmed materials, in 
particular those to aggressive and erotic materials o 
This is of interest te us in itself, and also as a pre-
liminary to further research tn this area of emottonal 
reactions to filmse 
E thanki 5 for his cooperation and asks htm, not to talk about 
the study for at least on6 weeku ~ is then payed and dismissed o 
Announcements D1"6Ccding the presen1.:;a tiol! of each f'ilmo rf'he _. ___ .... ~ __ ~ __ ---==- .~ ___, .. -__ ~--=-~=~_  _""_~= .... ~__ Or_ _. _ •. _ 
ardor depends on the speciftc sequence ef the film. clips as 
prescribed by the eXperimental design¢ 
from an educattonal film dealing Ivi th the traltols of 
Marco Polo in China. 
tary on tho Br:i t.1.sh Empire Game in Vancouver and sho'i:vS 
the one-mile track race in \\Thich Banister \\Tins over' 
Landry, 
~~ ~~~ §2~1, This ts a prize f~ght scene from the 
featu:,'e film "Body and Soul", s'carr:lng John Garfield, 
The Ch3mpio~. This clip is a prize fight scene from 
the :fea ture film HChampionY s starring Kirk Dougl8.s c 
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dealing with married studentse lifeg 
4znd Sh'~. This scene sho,~s a couplo making love, 
and is taken from a film \vhich is available to theaters 
throughout the countryo 
Questiol:!Dzl2:2.~' Film titles and film •. sped.fic quest:lonm 
nair-es \vere presented. in tho order S had seen the films. 
The first questionnaire begins here. 
The attached sheet gi \f"es you the ti tIes of' the 
film clips you have seano Associated with every title 
is a letter. Pleaso use the letter associated vith a 
specific film when you refer to this filmo 
(I) Rank order the six films in terms of the del';ree to ----..-,., -..-'--- .-- --- --- -- -- -~-..~--. 
(Put the letter associated.vith the film you think 
aroused you most in line 1, your second choice in line 2, 
and so forth to line 6 representing the film you think 
. aroused you the least. Hake sure you list all six films 
by letter designation.) 
1 (most. exciting) 
2 
:3 
5 
6 (least exciUng) 
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(III) 
A-6 
(Again, put the film you think '{vas most en-'certa:ining 
in line 1. your second choice in line 2,and so forth to 
line 6 repreSEHl'cing the film you think lvas least enter*"" 
tainingo) 
onists& .. ~~-
1 
2 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4-
5 
6 
(most entertaining) 
(least entertaining) 
(most aggressiveness) 
(least aggressiveness) 
The follo1'!ing pages contain more specific questions 
for every film individually. The title of the film to 
which the.- questions refer is giiTen at the top of every 
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The first; questionl1aire ends herc& 
The second questionnaire begins herco 
(I) This "las, of courses just a segment from a larger 
total film? ---
(Please place a check mark il1 the Ol1e category 
that best reflects your feelings.) 
\;rant very much to see the remainder 
Want somewhat to see remainder 
Do not care one \v-ay or the otb.er 
\"ant some,~ha t not to see remainder 
\vant clefi.ni tely. not to see remainder 
(II) 
(Please place a check mark in the o'}!'!. category 
that best represents your judgment.) 
Extremely hostile 
Quite hostile 
Somel'Jhat hostile 
Only sli-ghtly hostile 
Not hostile at all 
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Some people are concerned with the degree of 
aggression in a film.., H9l:£ !L2.::-q.,Q .~~ ra~e t~ film in 
te):'j~l:~ of' its 2ye2::""~}1 . .le1..re1 .£.f ~gg:ress~~ .. 222? 
Very aggressive 
Qui te aggress'i va 
Slightly aggressj.v0 
Neither aggre'Ssiv0 or non~~agg-ressive 
Slightly nOl1,oaggressive 
Quite non-aggr6ssive 
Very non-aggressive 
The second questionnaire ends heret> 
JIPl?ENDIX B 
Instructions to S 
",,==--=~,~~=o _ ._ 
'illile leading S into the laboratory, E makes a casual 
remay·k about his foreign accent. §.. is seated, and E tells S 
that prepared tapes tdll be used to ensure best understanding 
and consistency of the instructions. §.. is told to pay close 
attention, and to ask later any quest:Lons he might have. 
'rape 1 starts G 
The main purpose Qf this expe:d.ment is to study 
some of the effects of pun:Lshment on learning, As you 
may know, there are different -points of view on this 
subjecto Some people feel trlat learning is most likely 
to occur uhen retvard is given for correct responses, 
~lhile others feel that the punishment of incorrect 
responses :i.s the best Hay to facilitate the learning 
process. 
The learning process usually involves t\~o people 
a teacher and a learner -- and accordingly there are 
tHO subjects involved in our study. You are in this 
room and ,dll play the part of the teacher. There is 
another student in the adjoining'room \'lho "ill be the 
learner. This is actually the second phase of the study 
for himo He has already Seen a complete feature film, 
and the learning part of the study "'rill deal "lith ho".,r 
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\'lell he has e.cqui:ced appl"'opl'ia te inf'orma t1.on from that 
filmo Since the 11ray he ,-d.ll learn _ ..... at least, as ).'Ie 
try to test it hare inl,rol v'es the adminis 'bra tion o.f 
punishments, ,~e have dalt bera tely not allo",ed you to 
meet togetherG 
The actual punishment ,,,e ,v-ill use ';itI1 be mild 
electric shocko HOiv0v'er, be:fore \ire begin \ve want to 
assure you that these shocks are not dangerous or harm .... 
ful in any ,vay. They are genera ted by dry cell batteries; 
not by altering current& This is a standard proceduJ:'e in 
such research, but j_f you have any personal objections 
to ,;orlcing "ith eleotr10 shook 1n an experiment, just 
say so no,·, to the experimenter, and \1'e \<Jill no-c go on 
from here. 
Pause of 3 seoonds. 
If ! dOes objeot and refuses to partioipate in the experiment, 
he is d1smissed. Othenrise the instructions oontinue. 
As you may know~ one of the critical aspects in 
learning 1s the degree to "Thioh the teaoher and learner 
agree', or al'e in tune '\>lith each oth.e1.~, on vartous items 
both connected or unconnected \;1th the actual learning , 
taske It is necessarY5 in this experiments· to obtain 
this measurement before "to come to the actual learning 
51. tua ti0116 To do this s ''le \viII gi V'e you s the teacher s 
a set of t\v-elve items on ,·,hich you probably have some 
attitude or opinions and ask you to briefly state 
that opinion';) Your opinion statements \'/i11 be received 
by the learner. 
You tvill be gi v'en the list of items n0111. Please 
faJ:liliarize yourself with the 'various items, e.nd think 
of one sentence sta-c:ement that expresses your opinion 
on any particular topic. 
Tape I ends • 
.r: hands S the list of 12 topics and reminds him to think of 
opinion-expressing statements for all the issues~ E leads S to 
tho shocklng box" S takos a seat therec 
Tape 2 startsc 
You'll notice in fro.nt of you a microphone and a 
box \d th hyo lights on it. Through the microphone you 
\rill be able to communicate to the other subject. What 
\11e tvill do in this task is to determine ho,,, tb.e two of 
you stand on these opinion items" 'Illhen the other subject 
is ready. he tvill press a bu'cton ,,'hi ch '"ill turn on the 
light marked "READY" on your box. Wilen this light goes 
on, you t'1:tll talk into the microphone and briefly, in 
about one sentence, giv-e your op~l1iol1 on the first item 
on t;he list.;. The other subject \1r111 then inform you if' 
he agrees with you or not. If he agrees, he will turn 
on the other light on your box, which is marked "AG.RBE". 
If he does not agree, he lvill administer a shock to you 
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through a shocking strap that tdll be attached on 
your arme 
Just repeatlng the procedure quickly then: vlhen 
the "HEADY" light goes 0119 you ,~ill give your condensed 
version of your opin:lol1 on the first topic. After that 
you uill either see the HAC-HEE" light go on. or "'ill 
receive an electric shock if the other subject disagrees 
"lith you. His response is completely up to him. You vdll 
then ct11ait the HHEADYu light to go on again~ and ''fill 
complete each of' the tlvel V0 items on your lis t in exactly 
the same manner G 
Tape 2 ends" 
!! places th_0 shocking strap on 1i~s arm 9 and uses the first 
item on the list as an example of a brief responsB(> E then 
speaks into the microphone to tell Q that they are ready to 
begin • .l2. tells 2 to begin uhen the light goes on. After the 12 
items are conroleted j E.tel1s S that they have n011 complet:ed this - - -
interchange. and that they Can not'! go on to the main par'G of the 
experirnen'(;c 
Tape 3 starts o 
11e can nOi'! proceed \-lith the 41ain part o:f the 
experiment~ 
On the panel of the apparatus bafore you, notice 
that on the top is a 1'01-1 of five red buttons, labeled 
\'li th th.c ,.letters' A through EQ Along the bottom is a 1"O'i"l 
of ten black buttons, labeled 1,,1 th the numbers one 
thx·ougb. tel1~ Bet't'leen the tlvO are ti/10 ligh'cs labeled 
URIG·HTH and HURONGij c These a~"'e the only items lrJhiCh 
'17111 be used in this experimentQ You may ignore any-
thing else on the panel, 
Your task is to present inf'ormatiol1 to the other 
subjecto This information regards characters and events 
:in the film the other subject has seen. You \dll give 
this information :tn t:he form of sets of' three letters 
which have been coded to l'epresent the c:('i tical rela-
tionships to be learned, The other subject~ s job ,dll 
be to f'igure out these relationships on the bas:is of 
tho coded information l'lhich you gj_ve himc On the sheet; 
you \dll be gi v'en thore Hill be 20 sots of' combinations 
of three letters. You Hill follow this list, pushing 
for each trial the buttons r0presel1t~ing the lettors 
lis ted, ]'01' this you Hill use the f'i ve red buttons on 
your panel. For example, the first set of' letters is 
D-B-·A, This, then, is a coded reference to a particular 
relationship to be learned, After you sent the set of 
three letters you uill then 11lait vlhile the other subject 
picks out on his board a set of buttons representing 
the correct relationships for that .trial~ 
After he has made decision you \;dll be informed 
L 
automatically lJhether his decision was right or 't1rongo 
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If it; VIas right, tho green light marked fiRIGHFl.'a 011 
your board trill &;0 on. If it ,;as l;'l'Ong~ the red light 
marked "iVRONG" viII light up. 
Again: your purpose as teacher in this experiment 
is to present information about oritioal rel",tionships 
of eV'011ts .and characters in the :film 't"hich the other 
subjeot Sen; earlior, No,';~ "hile the other subjeot reoeives 
instruotion,s for the learning part~ "e ,;ill show' YOll a 
segment of the film he sa1v~ so that you \vill be able to 
kno,', the basis of ·"That the film is about, and to give 
you some of its flavore 
Tape 3 ends. 
At this points dependent upon ~~s ex~erimental condltion, the 
content of the film is introduced o 
LiV'0~ ~a};. condi-'cionc 
The film segment you ..rill see Sh01;S soenes from an 
eduoational film, inoluding some referenoes to religion 
and poli-cics(> 
Li v'e: ~.fi;Ji.re~~~2!l condi tiol'lQ 
The film segment you ,;ill see shows scenes from a 
prize :fight, including some -rathyX' vivid boxing shots" 
Live: .f2£,ci~.~tioli condition" 
'The film segment you 'brill see shoNs scenes from a '. 
film dealing v!i th married students e life, cord;cd.ning 
some shots of feli1ale nudity and intimate kissing6> 
B-7 
Li ve continued in al):. condi tions, 
Though such SC01:<.0S arc common enough in contempo"''' 
rary films, some people may be sensi ti V~G to such ma to=> 
l"'ialso If for some peX'sonal reason you object:: to being 
exposed to a film llTith th:ts conterd;~ lot me J;:110\~r before 
,~e proceed .• 
Pause for interactioha 
If S objects to seeing the film, he is dismissed and paid for 
the time of participu-cion in .fche experiment 0 If' S CU:$~rees to __ 0 
participate further, E continues. 
1l1h11e I prepare the projection -- \1hy don't you 
look over this HESSAG-E forLI1 here-s containing- all the 
letter combinations you are to send later. 
E hands S the form sheet. Shortly thereafter, E asks S to 
change seatso S is seated facing a screen for the projectlon o 
.~ starts the projectors turns off' the light and leavess stating 
that he ,,,-ill be back at the end of the film. It returns at the 
end of' the film, turl1.S off the projector, turns on the light~ 
e.:nc1., 'hThile doing these °chings9 gives further instruct:ton.s o 
Well. the other subject is ready for the next part. 
Please come back here to the app?-ratus~ 
S takes seat at aggression machine" 
You knOll the apparatus already. All you have to do 
now is to follow these instructionso 
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\vh.en.ever the other subject makes a t';rang response 
you must give him negative reinforcement through elec..,~ 
tric shock by pushing one of' the ten black buttons on 
your board, These represent shocks of ten different: 
intensities running from a relatively weak shock at 
button one to quite a painful one at button ten. The 
~ntensity increases gradually between the two~ You MUST 
shock the othel"' person every time he makes a mistake, 
'but the number and the intensity 0)", the shocks you give 
him is up to youQ "'l'he ·only stipulation 1>10 ask is {;hat 
you do not give him the same shock tvlice in a 1"01io 
Just remember: 1F.o.enever the u1.JRONGn signal comes in 
response to your sending a SGt of' letters 9 you :LdUST 
punish the learner. You may giv"e as many shocks as you 
feel are adequate in this particular learning situation 
beh,een you and hima Sim:i.larly, you may vary the shock 
intensity from one through tene 
Tape 4- el1ds. Live continued. 
I have to be \-lith the learner subject \iho receives 
the shoclcv You just fo1101:! the instructiol1so "lhenevor 
he signals uREADyH 5 YOll go on ''lith your part0 
E announces over the intercom: 
E to S: 
1ve are ready to s0nd the codGd ihformatioue 1vhen''''' 
ever you are set 9' p1"ess the uJ=LEADYIi buttone-
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'va ten out for his signal c 
sure is taJ;;:en o After completions E returns to 
S is asked not to talk about the experiment to his fellow 
students foX' the next fe,·" '\':reeks "lhile the testing is still 
going one He is asked to leave his address, in case E wishes 
to ma.ke further contact 1vi th him~ 
.12. is told that a letter describing the experiment in detail 
\;ill be mailed to h:lm as soon as the study is completed. 
All S5 are sent a debriefing letter, giving purpose and 
design of the study, and also, in brief, the general findings. 
OPINION ITEi'IS 
1. There should be severe limitations on the number of out 
of state students allowed to attend the University of 
liisoonsin, 
20 The rig'h'c to dissent should be basic 
, 
on any university 
campusCl 
3. Intercollegiate sports are extremely overemphasized at 
majo~ univ'crsitiese 
4. Some censorship of motion pictures should be enforced by 
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10 cal 'authori ties ~ 
5. There' is a def'ini te need to improv-e the quality of' 
instructors in undergraduate courses at Wisconsin" 
6", The quality of acting in motion pictures today is :faX' 
superior to ,'{ha.t it \'lns some yea.rs ago~ 
70 The United States has lost cons-idel"able inter.nat:l.onal 
prestige in the past three yearso 
8. All full-time college students should receive automatic 
draft deferments., 
9(:< lJ .... raternitiGs!I on the \'tholo, contribute gr'Gatly to the 
uni "Fersi ty communi ty 0;-
10" Religious centers have an important role to fulfill on the 
camp.us e 
lIe The United states is investing entir'ely too much money in 
a space program ,~rhich has completely unpredictable 
l:'esultsc 
12" On a large university campus it is usually quite impos .... 
sible for there to be a close personal relationship 
between profe~sors and studentse 
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SCHEDULE OF RESPONSES TO OPINION STATErdENTS }HADE BY S 
1. agree 5. agree 9. SHOCK 
2. SHOCK 6. SHOCK 10. SHOCK 
3. SHOCK 7. agree II. SHOCK 
4. SHOCK 8. SHOCK 12. SHOCK 
Coded In:forma t:i.on sent }?y S --_. ---~="""'"'"'~=-' .... ~-~",.... 
LIST OF PHE· ... CODED CHITICAL RELA.TIOHSHIPS 
I. II B A 6. 4' ~ C A 11. D II C 16" D B C 
2. A D C 7. C D E 12. C E A 17. 13 II E 
3. C B A 8. C A jJ 13. E B D 18. B C J) 
4. B E A 9. A E C 14. B C A 19. II E D 
5. A B D 10. E D B 15. II E A 20. B C E 
"Errol'stt 
SCHEDULE O:B' RESPONSES TO INFORMATION SENT BY S 
1. '1'RONG· 6. liRONG 11. right 16. UROHG 
2. l'lIlONG- 7. URONG 12. - "THONG 17. right 
3. lmONG 8. URONG 13. URONG 18. 'V'HO}JG 
4. right 9. right 14. right 19. right 
5. HnONG 10. "!BONG 15. right 20. right 
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Source of variance 
Films (Al 
Shocks (D) 
Interaction (AB) 
Error SeA) 
Erro r S (.11) B 
APPENDIX C 
Analysis Df Varianc~ 
of the Intensity 
of :Cnd:i.1.ridual Shocks 
elf' 
2 
11 
22 
60 
660 
MS 
254,.230 
39,315 
8.234 
23.942 
3,298 
* p < .10; ** p < .005; *** p < .001. 
F 
10.617**'~ 
11.921*" 
2.~'97" 
~oteo-<= When approprlate9 F.,..ratios are evaluated conser;ratlvely 
by the Geisser-Greenhouse method. 
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Source of variance 
F:ilms (A) 
Shocks (B) 
Interaction (AB) 
Error 5 (11) 
Error SUIlE 
Al?PElmIX D 
Analysis of Variance 
and 
Means of Shock Intensity 
of Ly Blocks 
Composed of 3 Responses 
df 
2 
3 
6 
60 
180 
MS 
84,778 
1,,0 0 ZLH 
4,573 
7.982 
1.220 
" u < 05· ** . . , p < ,001. 
10,621*" 
32.983** 
3.749* 
Note"".,."", 'fuen appropriate, F-ratios are 0v-aluat0d conserv-atively 
by the Geisser-Greenhouse method. 
Shook 
blook 
1 
2 
3 
Lv 
Neutral 
2,l!,60A ,a 
3. 2221\,b 
3. 30211,0 
3. 2861\,b 
CorJ'~'TIunica tion condi tion 
Aggressi V'0 
2. 87311,a 
4.0791\B,b 
4. 30211,b 
4. 51,;OB, b 
Note.-- All oompar:1.sons are orthogonal. 
Excitat:1.ona1 
3. 36511,a 
4.889," b 
~" 
5.714B ,c 
6.31 7c ,o 
Upper-=case subscripts specify diffel"".ences bet'"10cn film 
means (hor:1.zontal comparisons) as determined by multiple 
t-tests corrected by Cochran's method. 
. Lower-case subscripts spec:1.fy d:1.fferbnces between block 
means (vertical comparisons) as deterndned by the NevJlTIan-Keuls 
methodi' 
Cells hav"ing a subscript of' identical case in common are 
not s:i.gnificantly diffel:ent at the .05 level. 
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